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he week-long search for the
AN-32 transport aircraft
that went missing somewhere
in the hills and forest of
Arunachal Pradesh on June 3
yielded result on Tuesday when
an IAF Mi-17 helicopter spotted its wreckage at the height of
12,000 feet, 16 km north of
Lipo, north-east of Tato. So far
there is no word on the fate of
six officers, five airmen and two
non-combatant aboard the illfated plane.
Efforts are now on to find
the survivors, but it may take
a day or two more before the
ground troops reach the site
located in dense forests and
mountainous terrain.
The plane had taken off
from Jorhat in Assam for
Mechuka advanced landing
ground in Arunachal Pradesh
on June 3 at12.25 pm and was
supposed to land at Mechuka,
located at an altitude of 6,000
feet, about 1. 20 pm. The distance between Jorhat and
Mechuka is 206 km as the crow
flies and the flying time is nearly 50 minutes. When it did not
land at Mechuka at the scheduled time, the IAF launched a
search operation.
Mechuka advanced landing ground is the lifeline of the
troops posted on the Line of
Actual Control (LAC) facing
China. Planes and helicopters
ferry personnel, food and
ammunition for the troops at
the landing ground, just 30 km
from the LAC.
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Incidentally, an AN-32 had
crashed in the same area in the
same month in 2009 and all the
13 passengers were killed.
Confirming the sighting of
the wreckage, the IAF said on
Tuesday, “An An-32 of the
Indian Air Force went missing
on 3 June, 2019, after getting
airborne from Air Force
Station, Jorhat, Assam. The
wreckage of the aircraft was
spotted today 16 km north of
Lipo, north-east of Tato at an
approximate elevation of
12,000 ft by the IAF Mi-17 helicopter undertaking search in
the expanded search zone.
Efforts are now continuing to
establish the status of occupants

and establish survivors. Further
details will be communicated as
the recovery actions progress.”
Retrieval of the wreckage
and survivors will be the next
big challenge as the massive
search and rescue operation has
to contend with terrain and
inclement weather. The missing personnel include Wing
Commander GM Charles,
Squadron Leader H Vinod,
Flight Lieutenants Mohit Garg,
Sumit Mohanty, Ashish Tanwar
and Rajesh Thapa. The other
ranks include Anoop, Sharin,
KK Mishra, Pankaj Sangwan,
SK Singh, Rajesh Kumar and
Putali.
Small teams of comman-

dos are likely to be airdropped
near the wreckage site to look
for survivors and establish the
lines of communications with
the air effort and ground
patrols of the Army, ITBP and
the local police. This will help
them reach the exact spot for
gathering the wreckage and
carrying out other related activities, they said. The operation
will take a few more days, they
added.
The wreckage site is on
scheduled flight path of the
AN-32. The search and rescue
operation for the last one week
focused on three areas, including Along, Tato and Payum
near Mechuka in West Siang
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special NIA court in
Ahmedabad on Tuesday
awarded life imprisonment to
a Mumbai-based businessman
and imposed a hefty fine of C5
crore on him for a mid-flight
hijack hoax on a MumbaiDelhi Jet Airways flight carrying 116 passengers on board in
October 2017.
This is the first conviction
secured under the amended
Anti-Hijacking Act that provides for stringent provisions
for disrupting any flight.
Businessman Birju Kishor

A

Salla was accused by the
National Investigation Agency
(NIA) of creating a mid-flight
hijack scare on a Delhi-bound
flight from Mumbai by leaving
a hijack threat note written in
English and Urdu inside the
aircraft’s toilet.
In May last year, Salla
became the first person to be
put on the no-fly list.
He was also the first person
to be tried under the stringent
Anti-Hijacking Act after it was
amended in 2016.
The NIA took up the case
and the investigation revealed

that Salla was having an affair
with a Jet Airways employee.
During questioning by the
NIA, he confessed to the crime
and told investigators that he
had done it in the hope that it
would force Jet Airways to
close its Delhi operation and
his girlfriend, who worked in
the airline’s Delhi office, would
shift to Mumbai, said an NIA
official.
The threat note by Salla,
which asked the plane to be
flown into Pakistan-occupied
Kashmir, had triggered a major
mid-flight scare and the plane
had to be diverted to
Ahmedabad where it made an
emergency landing. Following
this, all the 116 passengers on
board were made to disembark
at the Ahmedabad airport and
screened.
Judge KM Dave ordered
the fine amount of C5 crore has
to be submitted by the convict
and it will be distributed among
the crew members and passengers on board the affected
plane.

district. The reason behind
concentrating on these three
areas is that it forms a triangle,
they said, the areas are in the
flight path of the ill-fated aircraft and the debris was near
Tato. Moreover, after it lost
radio contact, the plane, which
obviously could not have
turned back, may have continued on the designated route,
they said. It is feared that the
plane hit a hill and crashed as
the altitude at which the debris
was found indicates. However,
the detailed court of enquiry
will establish the reasons for the
mishap, they added.
The massive search and
rescue operation spread over
more than 1,000 square km for
the last one week was marred
by bad weather for some days.
It saw deployment of two SU-

30 fighter jets, two C-130J special operations planes, four
MI-17 and four advanced light
helicopters and a long range P8 I reconnaissance aircraft of
the Navy, besides the ground
troops patrolling the area
where the plane could have
gone down.
Moreover, satellites of the
Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) were also
used to map the area besides
unmanned
aerial
vehicles(UAV). The IAF also
announced a reward of C5 lakh
for anyone providing information about giving information
about the location of the aircraft. Air Force Chief BS
Dhanoa had visited Jorhat last
weekend to review the operations and met the families of
the missing personnel. Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh too
met family members of some of
the personnel in New Delhi last
week and assured them of all
possible help.
At present, the IAF has
nearly 100 Russian origin twin
engine turboprop aircraft
inducted into service in mid
1980s. After the 2009 mishap,
India inked a 400-million dollar deal with Ukraine for
upgrading the AN-32s and at
least 50 planes have been retrofitted so far. However, the plane
which crashed was not upgraded. An AN-32 en route Port
Blair from Chennai in July
2016 carrying 29 passengers is
missing so far and feared to
crashed and drowned in the
Bay of Bengal.

he State Cabinet here on
T
Tuesday decided to make
amendments in the maximum
age limit fixed for appointment
on the posts to be filled
through direct recruitments in
state government services.
Decision has been taken to fix
the minimum age limit to 21
and maximum age limit to 35
years for the posts to be filled
up for direct recruitment
through open competition for
posts (Gazetted / Non-Gazetted
/ Executive) through Madhya
Pradesh Public Ser vice
Commission.
It was decided to extend
the age limit from 21 to 40
years for the Scheduled Castes,
Scheduled Tribes, Other
Backward Classes, Government
/ Corporations / Board / SelfGovernment Organization
employees / Nagar Sainiks/
C M Y K
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disabled / women (unreserved
/ reserved) etc.
The age limit for the posts
filled by direct recruitment
through open competition for
Class III and IV posts outside
the perimeter of the Public
Service Commission has been
fixed from 18 to 32 years. It was
decided to extend the age limit
from 18 to 37 years for the
Scheduled Castes, Scheduled
Tribes, Other Backward
Classes, Government /
Corporations / Board / SelfGovernment Organization
employees / Nagar Sainik/ disabled / women (unreserved /

reserved) etc.
The Cabinet has taken a
decision to construct a (new
jail) district jail for 700 undertrials and Central Jail with a
capacity of 1000 convicts for
those sentenced to life imprisonment and to entrust the old
jail land after the new jail
complex is constructed to the
Land Revenue Department.
Approval to creation of new
posts in Niwadi
The Cabinet granted permission to create 2 new posts
of peon and adjustment of 19
posts according to post structure proposed for the District
Treasury resulting out of upgradation from sub treasury to
District treasury and to fill
these posts through outsourcing. The Cabinet approved the
creation of one post of District
Public Service Manager and
one post of Office Assistant for
Niwadi district.
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n a major outreach towards
ICentre
“minority” community, the
on Tuesday announced
scholarships for 5 crore minority students, including 50 per
cent for girls, in next five-years
and sought to “mainstream”
madrasa education.
“There are a large number
of madrasas across the country.
They will be connected with
the formal education and
mainstream education so that
those children studying there
can contribute in the development of society,” said Union
Minister for Minority Affairs
Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi.
The Minister chaired the
112th governing body meeting

of Maulana Azad Education
Foundation at Antyodaya
Bhawan here.
Several scholarships such
as pre-matric, post-matric and
merit-cum-means will be provided to 5 crore students for 5
years, Naqvi said.
He said the Modi
Government has created an
atmosphere of healthy inclusive
growth by eradicating “disease
of communalism” and appeasement politics. He said the programme for the mainstreaming
of the madrasa education
would be launched next month.
Modernisation of madrasas
is in line with Modi’s plan that
he laid out in run-up to Lok
Sabha elections in 2014.
“Hold Quran in one hand
and computer in other,” Modi
had said.
While chairing the meeting, Naqvi said the Centre has
proved to be a “government of
authority, justice and integrity”.
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bserving that right to libO
erty is sacrosanct and
“non-negotiable”, the Supreme
Court on Tuesday ordered that
journalist Prashant Kanojia,
arrested for sharing objectionable posts on UP Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath, be
immediately released on bail.
Making it clear that granting bail cannot be construed as
approval of the posts or tweets,
the SC slammed the UP
Government for the “excessiveness” of its action and questioned his nearly two-week
judicial custody, asking, “Is
this a case of murder?”
Asserting fundamental
right guaranteed under the
Constitution cannot be
infringed upon by the State and
that it was not inclined to sit
back on technical grounds to
deny justice, the SC, however,
said proceedings against the
journalist will go on
as per law.

ost poll violence claimed
P
more lives in West Bengal as
Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee on Tuesday installed
a new bust of the Renaissance
icon
Ishwar
Chandra
Vidyasagar and warned the
Centre against any attempt to
impose President Rule in the
State. The bust was allegedly
pulled down by BJP workers
during a party roadshow during
the
Lok
Sabha
elections.
“If you talk about such
steps being taken (read imposition of Article 356) then I
must say it will not be that easy.
We are not sitting here wearing
bangles. There will be consequences,” she said.
She said the BJP is trying
to spread violence and create
communal tension through
disinformation campaign by
spending crores of rupees.
“They are doing this to
Bengal also. But they will not
succeed here,” said the
Trinamool Congress chief.
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he extreme heatwave
T
sweeping across the country claimed lives of four pas-
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sengers of Kerala Express on
Monday evening. The victims,
part of a pilgrim team from
Kerala, were travelling from
Agra to Coimbatore in non-AC
coaches of the train.
Giving details about the
incident, North Central
Railway (Jhansi division) PRO
Manoj Kumar Singh said the
exact cause of death of the passengers would be determined
after the post-mortem.
“The deceased were on a
religious tour and they had
reached Agra from Varanasi
from where they were to travel to Coimbatore. The four,
including two women, were
seated in S-8 and S-9 coaches,

which are non-AC,” he said.
The PRO said as per
reports the victims had complained of uneasiness on
Monday evening and by the
time the train reached Jhansi
(by 7 pm on Monday), three of
them had died. Another passenger, who was found unconscious in the train, succumbed
in hospital.
The deceased were identified as Pachayya (80),
Balakrishnan
(67),
Dhanalakshmi (74), and
Subbaraiyya (71),” he said.
The PRO said the bodies
were being sent to Coimbatore
in a special luggage van.
Reports said the deceased were
part of a team of 68 pilgrims
from Kerala and were homebound
after
visiting
several religious places in north
India.
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n Open Campus Drive
was
organised
at
A
Radharaman Group of
Institutes.
As many as four students
have been selected at iGidox at
Radharaman Open Campus.
Four students have been selected in the country's leading
Digital Documentation and
Workflow
Management
Company in the Open Campus
held in Radharampan Group
Complex, which is considered
as an undisputed leader in
core engineering field.
Students from different
colleges of the state participated in this campus organized by
the company for the students of
the year 2019 batch of BE
Computer Science and
Information Technology.
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Through written examination,
group discussion and personal interview, the company took
the examination of students'
knowledge and skills. All
selected students were given the
company's offer of joining to
the students on June 5 on the
package of Rs 3.5 lakhs.
Here on Tuesday, giving
good wishes to the selected students, RR Saxena, Chairman of
Rathharan Group, has said that

students in prestigious companies such as IZDOX This
opportunity will surely help
him greatly to move forward in
his career.
RR Saxena, chairman of
the Ramadharan Group, has
said that the identity of the
group in whole central India is
not only about excellent academic results, but also in the case
of placement it is known. If the
figures for the past three years
are seen, 520 companies have
organized campus placement in
the group, in which 5382 students have been selected. The
maximum package was up to
Rs 24 lakh annually. The major
reason for this success is the
industry-related skills which
are available only during the
study, which are searched by all
the big companies in a candidate
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olice have successfully
recovered a minor girl
P
abducted in Basadehi village of
Kareli police station in
Narsinghpur
district.
Rameshwar Patel, father of the
abducted child had filed a
complaint that his daughter
had been lured and taken by an
unknown person following
which the Police sprung into
action.
Superintendent of Police
immediately formed 5 teams
and launched a search for the
child.
An intensive probe
revealed that one person had
stayed for the night at
Panchvati dhaba. The girl child

was playing on the road alone
between 9 am to 10 am. During
questioning, the people at the
hotel-dhaba revealed that the
person had tea with the girl at
a tea shop and then proceeded
to Barman road with her.
People identified the girl and
the abductor through the photograph obtained from CCTV
camera.
A person told the Police
that the accused is a resident of
Kanskheda locality in Devri village of Sagar district. Police
have arrested the accused from
Devri village and taken him
into custody. Investigation is in
progress. The Crime Branch
team from Jabalpur played an
important role in the arrest of
the accused.
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As many as 350 players
from 22 states took part in the
competition. Madhya Pradesh
was the overall champion in
this competition. Aditya Dubey
of Madhya Pradesh stood first
in Boys Singles while in Girls
Singles, Adhya Tiwari also
from Madhya Pradesh bagged
the first position in Girls
Singles. In Boys Doubles,
Aditya Dubey and Gaurang
Mishra of Madhya Pradesh
stood first. In Girls Doubles
category, Adhya and Tushita of
Madhya Pradesh bagged the
first position. In a splendid performance, players of Madhya
Pradesh bagged the first position in Mixed Doubles. Gujarat
bagged the first position in
Team Events Boys and Tamil
Nadu stood first in Team
Events Girls.

o make students fitness
freak an Open Gym was
inaugurated at Government
Women Polytechnic College,
Bhopal on Tuesday.
It was inaugurated by T.K.
Shrivastav Additional Director,
Technical
Education
Department. On this occasion,
T.K. Shrivastav appreciated this
initiative and called it a great
initiative to keep the health of
girl students and faculty better.
Principal K. V. Rao said
that two college lecturers had
been selected for the UKIERIAICTE's leadership projects
with collaboration of the British
and British government. Under
this, Aarti Prabre and
Aradhana Hans were given
not only high level training for
leadership development but
also a task under which they

were asked to work for some
change in college. Work on this
project based on 'Workout Any
Time' theme was done in the
college under this change project.
For this, a suitable form
was prepared in the organization, then the foundation stone
of an open gym was held in collaboration
with
the
Department of Sports and
Youth Welfare. The main purpose of this Open Gym is to
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Bhopal: Officers and personnel of 20 companies from 17
Battalions of Madhya Pradesh
Special Armed Forces deployed
during the Lok Sabha elections
in 2019 were felicitated by
DGP VK Singh at a ceremony
held at State Police
Headquarters on Tuesday.
During the Lok Sabha elections from the post of
Commandant to personnel at
total of 1994 Officers and personnel remained deployed for
two consecutive months and
discharged duty with full commitment and dedication. In the
Lok Sabha elections the SAF
was deployed in Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana, Tamil
Nadu,
Puducherr y,
Maharashtra, Punjab, Uttar
Pradesh and Bihar.
The Officers and personnel
were felicitated with certificates
and from the rank of constable
to Assistant Police Inspector
cash reward was also given.
DGP Singh while addressing the participants said that it
is a matter of pride for Madhya
Pradesh Police that Madhya
Pradesh has been entrusted
with outstanding duty in different states of the country by
the Special Armed Forces and
helped in maintaining law and
order and peaceful conduction
of Lok Sabha elections.
He said that the effort and
hard work of Officers and personnel of Special Armed Forces
has made the Madhya Pradesh
police proud and they had
worked continuously for two
months to conduct free and fair
Lok Sabha elections.
Special DG Yadav and
Inspector General of Police
(IG) of Special Armed Forces
Sajid Fareed Shapu and
Assistant Inspector General of
Police Ashutosh Pratap Singh,
Officer on Special Duty to
DGP Manish Kapooria and
Commandant of 7th Battalion
Santosh
Gaur
and
Commandant 25th Battalion
Manoj Singh were present. SR
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hydraulic workshop was
held for children at
A
Jawahar Bal Bhavan here on
Tuesday.
The workshop was organised by science division for the
school students. In the workshop subject-expert Parveen
Nisa Khan taught children to
make children various models
related to hydraulic.
The children built an esa
suspension widge based on
the hydraulic, which makes
the way out of ships in the
water as per the time and as
required, and the pedestrian or
all types of vehicles can come
from the vrij.
Apart from this, children
prepared Hydraulic Lift, with
the help of lifting heavy weight
or bringing down.

bring awareness of health in girl
students and faculty.
This gym has been set up
in such a place where any student or teacher of the institute
can go and go and use the easy
machines in this gym to
increase their fitness-wellness.
The specialty of this gym is that
it can be used anytime. All the
tools engaged in it are userfriendly. There is a lot of enthusiasm about this gym in college
students and staff.

It is to be noted that during the workshop, the students
enhanced their knowledge on
various laws of science. New
demonstrations were given to
the students. On the concluding day, students demonstrated these kits in front of the
audience.
The concluding session of
the Creative Science Workshop
at the Centre in which 20
Students from different schools
of Bhopal took part.
During these days students
got an exposure on hands on
experience with special emphasis on fabricating physical science models based on their syllabus.
The models prepared by
the students were taken by
them for further interactive
learning experiences at their
residence.

Bhopal: A daylong semimar on
"Managing Life Skills to Be
Successful in Life" was held at
Rabindranath
Tagore
University on Tuesday.
Expert Simran Tripathi conducted the seminar, in which the
students of B.C.M. took part in
the rally. The programme was
launched by Dean of Commerce
Department.
Expert Tripathi gave
detailed information about time
management and Stephen Kovi's
90/10 theory to the students. He
explained that the efficiency of
work increases with proper time
management. Stress is low and
success in life can be achieved.
While addressing the session, she said that students

Bhopal: Cyber Cell Indore
Zone has busted an international fake call center duping
USA citizens by using their
Social Security Number; 61
boys and 19 girls were found
working at the fake call center
and seized 60 computers, 70
mobile phones and electronic
goods in massive amount said
Special Director General of
Police, State Cyber Cell
Purushottam Sharma on
Tuesday.
He said that the Director
General of Police VK Singh had
instructed to take effective
action to curb increasing cyber
crimes in the state and all
zonal units of cyber cell were
directed to take action against
imposing unauthorised activities in the cyber space. The unit
of Cyber Cell zone Indore has
exposed call center involved in
international fraud operated
from Indore.
The action was taken after

should decide their priorities.
Students should become entrepreneurs. Along with this the
students have learned and know
that we do not have to stop in
any uneven circumstances and
we have to move ahead while
struggling.
According to Stefan Kovi,
author of the famous book "The
Seven Habits of High Effective
Pupil", we have no control over
the 10 percent of life, but we can
make 90 percent life according
to ours. We should give correct
responses in life.
To make the students aware
of how to prepare for the various competitive examinations
was the major part of
the workshop.
SR
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receiving an information of
fake call center operated in
Indore which was run by people from Maharashtra, Gujarat
and Delhi who came to Indore
to commit the crime.
Providing the modus
operandi Special DG Sharma
said that the fraudsters used to
call US citizens and inform
them that they are found to be
involved in illegal activities
such as money laundering and
drug trafficking using their
social security numbers and

ublic Works Minister Sajjan
Singh Verma has said that
P
the players of Madhya Pradesh
who win gold medals in the
international and national
sports competitions will be
honoured. He said that the
amount being given to them
currently will also be increased.
Verma was addressing the
closing ceremony of the 14th
National Junior Soft Tennis
Tournament at Tatya Tope
Nagar Stadium, Bhopal today.
He also gave away medals to
the winners of the competition
on the occasion.
Public Works Minister
Verma said that Madhya
Pradesh will get a distinct
identity in the national map of
sports. For this necessary facil-

would extract anywhere in the
range of 50 dollars to 5000 dollars through various means.
Based on the information,
two separate teams were made
and raided two places and
detained 61 boys and 19 girls
who were found working for
the nexus. The two call centers
were by Javed, Rahil Abbasi,
Sunny Chauhan, Shahrukh,
Sandhu etc. Two of them,
Sunny and Shahrukh are
presently in Ahmedabad.
Data of more than 5 lakh
US citizens was found by the
police. The data of the citizens
found have been seized. Police
have registered a case under
sections 465, 467, 471, 420 and
120 B of the IPC and 66 (D) of
the IT Act. Police have found
that the fake call center is
owned Javed. Most of the
detained young men and
women have already worked in
such call centers in Noida, Goa
and Maharashtra.
SR
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ities will be provided to the
players. He said that in the
recent years, the players of
Madhya Pradesh have performed well in different sports.
He congratulated the state’s
office bearers for organising a
successful event.

Mhow: Wing Cadet Captain
(WCC) (Now Lt) Kulvinder
Singh of Cadets Training Wing
(CTW), Military College of
Te l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n
Engineering (MCTE), Mhow
received the prestigious Sword
of Honour during the Passing
Out Parade held at Officers
Training Academy (OTA),
Gaya on Saturday.
He had the unique distinction of wining all three top
honours.
He won Gold Medal for
standing first in overall order
of merit amongst 66
Gentlemen Cadets of Technical
Entry Scheme (TES) course
serial – 33. Secondly, he won
the prestigious Sword of
Honour on being adjudged
the best Gentlemen Cadet.
Thirdly, he was also selected to command the passing out
parade.
The parade was reviewed
by Lt Gen MM Naravane,
PVSM, AVSM, SM, VSM,
GOC – in – C, Eastern

Command.
Lt Kulvinder Singh comes
from middle class background
where his father is a teacher
and mother is an Upper
Division Clerk in Pay and
Allowances Dept at New Delhi.
Lt Kulvinder Singh has an
outstanding track record of his
performance during his training at Cadets Training Wing,
MCTE, Mhow.
He has been a Gold Torch
holder for excellence in academics in all six semesters of his
B Tech degree.
He is also an outstanding
sportsman and exceptional
volleyball player.
He was adjudged the Best
Player in Inter Platoon
Volleyball Tournament in 2018
and also won the Silver Medal
in Football and Basketball
Tournaments at CTW.
For his exemplary performance, he was appointed as
Wing Cadet Captain in his
sixth term at CTW, MCTE,
Mhow.
PNS
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35-year-old married
woman committed suicide
A
by consuming poisonous sub-

5^a\Ta8]cTa]PcX^]P[RaXRZTcTa9?HPSPeP[^]VfXcW^cWTaVdTbcb_aTbT]cPfPaSbc^cWTfX]]Tab^U !cW>_T]1W^_P[BZPcX]VR^\_TcXcX^]^aVP]XbTSQh1W^_P[3XbcaXRc
A^[[TaBZPcX]V0bb^RXPcX^]Pc2P\_X^]bRW^^[X]1W^_P[^]CdTbSPh
?X^]TTa_W^c^

stance at Misrod village under
Misrod police station area;
deceased consumed poison on
June 3 and died on Monday
evening, she was undergoing
treatment and when her husband failed to pay hospital
expenses she was discharged
and later died at home.
According to the police
the deceased Sunita Bhilala
was found unconscious and
was rushed to a nearby hospital where she was declared
dead.
Police were informed and
on the receipt a police team
reached the spot and started

0RR^aSX]Vc^cWT
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investigation. After the preliminary investigation the body
was sent for the post mortem
and a case under section 174 of
the CrPC was registered by the
police.
During the investigation
police found that the deceased
asked her husband Pratap
Singh to provide money for
their son’s studies which he
failed due to poor financial
conditions and frustrated over

the situation she consumed
poison. She was undergoing
treatment but the family was
not able to bear medical
expenses after which she was
discharged and later died.
Meanwhile, a 21-year-old
girl was found drowned in a
well at Dhammara village
under Gunga police station
area on Monday. The deceased
identified as Keerti Ahirwar
went missing in the afternoon
on Monday and later her body
was found in a well.
The police have registered
a case under section 174 of the
CrPC and have started further
investigation. The reason
behind the suicide would be
investigated as the family members failed to provide reason
behind the suicide.
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hief Minister Kamal Nath
has given instructions for
C
drafting a policy for coordination between road construction
agencies in order to have better understanding about functions, scope of work and jurisdiction.
Nath was reviewing the
plans of Public Works
Department and Madhya
Pradesh Road Development
Corporation at Mantralaya
here on Tuesday. Minister for
Public Works Sajjan Singh
Verma was also present.
Referring to various agencies engaged in road construction, Kamal Nath said that
every agency must have clarity about its functions and
duties. He said that maintenance or constructions of many
roads are left undone only
because agencies concerned

keep shifting their responsibility. An overarching policy can
resolve this and simplify the
process of construction and
maintenance of roads, he
added.
The Chief Minister said
that plantation plans must be
inbuilt with road construction
plans for environmental
improvement. He stressed on
maintenance of roads and plantation on both sides of the
roads.
The Chief Minister also
asked the concerning departments to create their own
resources. He also instructed
to undertake construction of
ring roads and bypass roads to
make traffic smooth. This
should be included in the master plan so that no problem
occurs when cities expand.
Expressing concern over
the delay in construction due
to land acquisition for major

road projects, the Chief
Minister said that benefits
could not be availed due to
unnecessar y delays. He
instructed to give responsibility to at least one officer for disposal of matters relating to land
acquisition. This will speed up
the acquisition process, he
added.
In addition, the Chief
Minister said that IFS officer
should also be deployed for
this. He will concentrate more
on solving matters forest land.
This will help complete the
projects on time. The Chief
Minister said that special attention should be focussed on
quality of building materials.
Chief Secretar y SR
Mohanty, Additional Chief
Secretar y PWD Malay
Srivastava, Additional Chief
Secretary Finance Anurag Jain
and senior officials of the
department were present.
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ay temperatures have been
witnessed around all-time
D
high in the state and highest
day temperature was recorded
at Khajuraho at 48.8 degree
Celsius and Nowgong at 48.6
degree Celsius on Tuesday.
Nowgong recorded the
highest day temperature ever
recorded in the state at 49

degree Celsius. State capital
witnessed day temperature at
45.1 degree Celsius which was
6.6 degree Celsius above the
normal temperature and night
temperature was recorded at
31.5 degree Celsius.
The season witnessed
extreme harsh weather conditions which have never been
witnessed and weather is not
likely to provide relief soon as

monsoon is delayed and state
capital would receive monsoon at around Jun 25 which
means a delay of 2 weeks.
Weatherman said that
thundery activities and cloudy
conditions due to cyclonic system is likely to occur.
The southern part of the
state is likely to witness more
of these activities. State capital
would witness thundery activities and light rainfall. The
movement of cyclonic system
would induce rainfall due to
moisture incursion and possible if movement would not help
activities would not be witnessed. Indore and Ujjain divisions recorded light rainfall.
Gwalior, Chambal, Rewa,
Sagar, Bhopal and Ujjain witnessed intense hot wave conditions.
According to the forecast
thundery activities, light rainfall and speedy winds of 30-40
km/hr would be witnessed in
Neemuch, Mandsaur, Ratlam,
Shajapur, Agar, Ujjain, Dewas,
Jhabua, Alirajpur,Dhar,
Badwani, Khnadwa, Khargone,
Burhanpur, Indore, Sehore,
Betul, Hoshangabad, Harda,

KRWZHDWKHU
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intense hot wave conditions
and which are likely to be witnessed for the next two days.
Out of the five people three
people died in Sheopur district
while one each in Jabalpur,
Satna and Bhopal.
The school education
department in the state has
increased the leaves in government and non-government

schools till June 23.
According to Met a
cyclonic storm is in the Arabian
Sea and likely to hit on June
13 at the coast of Gujarat
resulting in heavy rains in
Gujarat and some effect would
be seen in the state also and
temperatures would dip but
relief would be for two days
after which increase in temperatures would continue The
Met Department has warned
by issuing a red alert for intense
heat wave conditions in 23
districts, including Bhopal.

Raisen, Rajgarh, Vidisha, Guna,
Sheopur, Seoni, Balaghat and
Chhindwara.
Warning of intense hot

wave conditions has been
issued for 25 districts which
are likely to witness in the next
24 hours.

nder the extreme hot wave
conditions 5 people died.
U
The entire state is reeling under
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ormer Chief Minister Shivraj
F
Singh Chouhan was being considered as marginalised in the State
politics by the BJP high command, is
leading agitation against the Congress

government from the front.
Right from the first day, when his
party lost assembly elections to the
Congress, Shivraj has been raising
voice against the government and its
different decisions.
The latest was his agitation seek-
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STbcXcdcTW^\T^]cWT^RRPbX^]^UcWTXa\PaaXPVTCWTF^\T]2WX[S
3TeT[^_\T]c3T_Pac\T]cfX[[_aTbT]ccWTbTVXUcbc^cWTVXa[bPcP\Pbb
\PaaXPVT_a^VaP\\Tc^QT^aVP]XiTSPccWT<P]V[XZ1WPeP]^U
=Pa\PSXhP1aPW\X]BP\PY^]9d]T "CWT6^eTa]^aWPbRP[[TSd_^]
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ing justice for the rape and murder
of an eight-year-old girl that was
reported in Mandwa slums near
Nehru Nagar two days ago. Shivraj
along with his party workers had on
Monday night taken out a candle
march seeking justice for the girl.

A similar march was taken out on
Tuesday too. However, in the day,
Shivraj in the presence of his party
leaders signed postcards to Chief
Justice of India fast track courts to
hear such rape cases and capital punishment to the accused.

This drive was conducted
throughout the State on Tuesday and
these postcards will be sent to the
Chief Justice of India seeking the setting up of fast track courts to hear
appeals of those sentenced to death
for raping minors, so that the execu-
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anumanganj police have
booked two miscreants
for captivating and sexually
assaulting a 23-year-old
woman at a hotel in
Ghoranakkas area; victim was
raped when she had gone for
job interview.
Police said that the victim
is a resident of Mata Mandir
area and left job after her
father’s death a month ago and
was in search of job and got
contact details of the accused
and when she reached for
interview she was raped.
The victim escaped the
hotel and later lodged a complaint with the police. In her
complaint victim stated that
three days ago she told regarding job search who provided
mobile number of a person
who run a consultancy. She
contacted and informed to
meet her for interview at
Sheraton Inn hotel at Sheraton
Inn located at Ghora Nakkas
near Nadra bus stand and
when she reached she was
asked to come inside room no
212 where was raped by the

H
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two accused.
The victim approached
Hanumanganj police station
around 6 pm and lodged a
complaint after which a case
under sections 376, 376 (2),
376 (G), 342 and 506 of the
IPC. Police have nabbed two
persons Safdar and Zaid who
have committed the crime.
Meanwhile, Habibganj
police have booked three persons including a woman who
sedated, took her photographs,
married her and one of the
man took indecent photographs and produced fake
marriage certificate of a 23year-old girl.
The victim is came in contact with the accused Rajdeep

Patil and they become friend
and after sometime accused
took victim to his flat located
in Habibganj where two persons Ravi Patil and Priyanka
Patil helped him and gave her
sedative laced drink after and
made video of intimate scenes
of girl and accused and took
her to a temple at Bhadbhada
area where he married with her
and later prepared a fake marriage certificate in which Ravi
and Priyanka were witnesses.
Using the same she was
blackmailed but later victim
showed courage and along
with her mother approached
police lodged complaint. Police
have registered a case and
started further investigation.

tion can be carried out quickly.
The party said 26 men had been
convicted by courts for such crimes
in the State and given the death sentence but the execution is yet to be
carried out as their appeals were
pending.

"The Central government has
enacted a stringent law for the rape
and murder (of minors), but the execution of sentence is delayed as their
(accused) cases (appeals) are pending in courts," the postcard reads.
"Twenty-six rapists have been
sentenced to death in Madhya
Pradesh. Fast track court should be set
up so that the death penalty could be
executed at the earliest. That will instill
fear of law in criminals and prevent
recurrence of such crimes," it adds.
Former MP Chief Minister and
BJP Vice President Shivraj Singh
Chouhan, who launched the drive
from Bhawani Chowk here, also
urged people to write to the CJI seeking speedy execution of such convicts.
"The BJP will send postcards to
the CJI. Society also has to be alert,"
he said.
Chouhan hit out at the Congress
government and claimed "daughters
of Madhya Pradesh" are not safe even
in front of their homes under its rule,
adding that it had failed to curb rising crimes against young girls. He also
paid tribute to an 8-year-old girl who
was raped and killed in the intervening night of Saturday and Sunday
in Bhopal's Kamla Nagar area.
A 35-year-old man, identified as
Vishnu Bamore who resided in the
same area, has been arrested for the
crime.
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t times when power
demand in Delhi broke all
A
records of the season touching
6,686 megawatt, a pilot project
of the Delhi Government to
install terrace solar panels in
schools has proved to be a big
example as one such school is
already producing surplus
power and has brought down
electricity bill to zero.
Delhi Deputy Chief
Minister and Education
Minister Manish Sisodia, who is
visiting schools run by Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP)-led
Government, marked this
example as important step
towards power independence
for Delhi.
According to Sisodia, the
Delhi Government has already
installed solar panels in 21
schools and the work is in
progress in 100 more schools.
The Government is planning to place solar panels in 500

schools in total.
Announcing this move, the
Education Minister tweeted,
“Successful pilot of terrace solar
panels in #DelhiGovtSchools.
Electricity bill of this school
reduces from C35,000 to zero.
Already installed in 21, being
installed in 100, plan is to install
in a total of 500 schools.
Important step towards power
independence for Delhi!”
While all the Cabinet
Ministers of the Delhi
Government are visiting schools

to check the effect of their policies for Delhi people, Sisodia has
visited
various
Delhi
Government schools in different part of the city.
On Tuesday, he visited
schools in Andrews Ganj,
Masjid Moth, East of Kailash,
CR Park, Tughlakabad and New
Friends Colony. The visit was
focussed on inspecting the
ongoing construction of classrooms, installation of CCTV
cameras and solar panels in the
eight schools.
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o tackle acute problem of
steep decline in groundwater
T
table, Punjab Government has
entered into an agreement with
National Water Company of
Israel, M/s Mekorot, for formulation of Water Conservation and
Management Master Plan
(WCMMP) for conservation and
management of water resources of
the state.
Notably, Israel is the only
nation in the world which recy-

cles more than 80 percent of its
waste water. As per the agreement,
the recommendations of the M/s
Mekorot shall be submitted in 18
months, and the final report of the
master plan is expected in
October 2020. As a part of this
project, a three-member team of
experts from Israel is on field visit
of Punjab from June 11 to 14 to
know about the present situation
and the challenges being faced by
the state in dealing with the
water sector.
An interactive session with

the technical experts of different
departments of the state involving Water Resources, Agriculture
and Farmers’ Welfare, Water
Supply and Sanitation, Punjab
State Power Corporation Limited
(PSPCL), Soil and Water
Conservation was presided by
Directorate of Groundwater
Management’s mission director
Arunjit Singh Miglani on Tuesday.
The experts from Indian
Meteorological Department and
Central Ground Water Board
also participated in the session.

haken out of slumber over the
heartbreaking demise of two-yearold Fatehveer, Punjab Chief Minister
Capt Amarinder Singh on Tuesday
ordered closure of all abandoned
borewells across the state, while
defending his government in the rescue operations.
Maintaining that the District
Administration handed over the rescue operations to the National
Disaster Response Force (NDRF)
soon after receiving the information,
Capt Amarinder justified the delay in
calling in army to lead the rescue
operations saying that the Army
authorities lacked necessary equipment and skills to handle a problem
of this nature.
“Army authorities at Patiala,
Sangrur and at Chandimandir
C ommand were immediately
informed, and monitored and guided the rescue operations, though
lack of the necessary equipment and
skills to handle a problem of this
nature prevented Army personnel
from taking over the operation,” said
Capt Amarinder.
Expressing anguish over toddler’s
tragic death, the Chief Minister
sought reports from all the Deputy
Commissioners on all such existing
open borewells, with a direction to
take immediate corrective action to
prevent the recurrence of such catastrophic incidents.
He has also asked the Disaster
Management Group, headed by the
Chief Secretary, to finalise a set of
SOPs
(Standard
Operating
Procedures) to check and prevent
such incidents.
The Group, which had been constituted to tackle natural calamities,
has also been asked to study the inadequacies, if any, in the relief operations, and give recommendations to
ensure better and quicker operations
in the future in case of any such or
similar manmade disaster.
Chief Minister, a day before, had
directed all DCs to ensure that no
such open borewell exists in any of the
districts and have asked them to sub-

mit a report within 24 hours.he also
shared a helpline number 01722740397 from his official Twitter
handle asking the people to share if
they have any information about any
such open borewells in their area.
Defending his government, Capt
Amarinder said that rescue operations
were handed over to NDRF soon after
the district administration received
information of the child falling into
the 125-feet deep borewell at 4.15 pm
on June 6. However, the district
administration continued to extend
all help to NDRF all through the rescue efforts.
Official spokesperson said that as
per reports received by the Chief
Minister so far, though the NDRF
personnel were able to tie a knot
around both the child’s wrists in less
than 10 hours of arrival, the narrow
diameter of the pipe caused the kid
to get stuck, forcing them to give up
this method. Meanwhile, the JCB and
other machines that were rushed to
the spot dug a pit to reduce the depth
from which the operations were
being carried out.
All possible technical support
was also provided by the district
administration but it took 46 hours to
dig a parallel pit and lay pipes against
its wall to prevent it from caving in.
But problems with the angle at which
the pipe was going in further
obstructed the operation, necessitating some horizontal digging also, said
the spokesperson.
According to the NDRF officials,
no physical harm was caused to the
child during the extraction process,
which had to be conducted manually as use of machinery could have
potentially harmed the child, especially because of the water requirement of such equipment.
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Opposition, villagers are accusing
the authorities for delays and not
using proper techniques to rescue the
child that led to his death.
Villagers claimed that ultimately
he was pulled out from the borewell

by clamps fastened to his hands. “If
they have to use this method, they
could have done it much before.
What is the purpose of prolonging the
family's agony,” said a villager.
“Locals had approached the
Sangrur administration on Thursday
night only and tried to convince them
that they could retrieve the child with
an iron pipe with a hook fixed on its
top. But the administration did not
allow this. On Monday night, the
administration and the NDRF called
the same person and pulled out the
boy using the same pipe. Had they
used it earlier, Fatehveer would have
been alive today,” alleged the locals
standing outside Fatehveer’s house
while showing the pipe.
However, Sangrur Deputy
Commissioner Ghanshyam Thori
denied the use of any such equipment
saying that the “NDRF is a professional organisation and they had
tied the child’s hands with a rope on
Thursday night, but could not pull
him out. The NDRF kept trying the
same technique twice daily”.
“Since the NDRF teams had
removed sand from the borewell,
where the child was stuck at a depth
of around 125 feet, through a parallel borewell it made space in the
borewell.
The NDRF pulled out the child
with the same clamps that were tied
on the first day. NDRF officials said
it was the toughest operation for them
as earlier they had retrieved children
from lesser depths,” he said.
Another villager said, “When the
child was pulled out, he was already
dead. His body had started to decompose. Why did the administration
harass the family and prolong their
agony by rushing him to the
PGIMER, which is over 150 km
away. They could have conducted the
post-mortem at the Sangrur civil
hospital itself when everyone knew
that he had already died,” the villager
said.
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Tempers ran high in Sangrur
district after the death of two-year-

old, with the people blocking roads in
protest and raising slogans against the
government, demanding action
against
officials
for the “delay” in rescuing the child.
The district authorities had to
deploy additional police force in the
district to prevent any untoward
incident as the tempers ran high.
Locals alleged that the NDRF did
not allow some locals who were
experts in borewell digging to pull the
child out earlier using the indigenous
technique.
“There should not be any politics
over the tragic incident. We under
Chief Minister Capt Amarinder Singh
took every possible step to retrieve
Fatehveer,” said Cabinet Minister and
local MLA Vijay Inder Singla, who
had been camping at the site for three
days.
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Accusing the government of “negligence”, the opposition cornered
Congress-led Punjab Government
starting apolitical slugfest over the
tragic incident.
SAD president Sukhbir Badal
termed the death a "daylight murder",
saying that an “unprofessional” rescue
operation led to the toddler's death
while lashing out at the Chief Minister
for indulging in “leisure and pleasure”.
He tweeted, “Fatehveer: this is a
daylight murder of the most inhuman
& beastly kind...There is no such
thing as the government in Punjab.
When the state is seething with pain
& anger, Chief Minister is busy in
leisure & pleasure in cooler climes.
The govt remained absent
as the child lay dying. Unforgivable.”
Aam Aadmi Party leader Harpal
Singh Cheema said that there were
"lapses" on part of the state machinery in handling the rescue operation.
Union Minister and SAD's Bathinda
MP Harsimrat Kaur Badal tweeted, “A
great tragedy has befallen the family
of
Fatehveer...
We must now resolve to take steps to
ensure such a horrible fate does not
visit any Fatehveer in Punjab ever
again.”
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uring a meeting of the Transport department, the State’s
Transport minister Yashpal Arya flagged off four new
D
Interceptors on Tuesday. He also issued directions regarding the
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construction of Haldwani ISBT, operation of e-vehicles and reestablishment of bus stops in Kashipur and Rudrapur. The
Transport secretary Shailesh Bagauli has also directed officers
to identify the land for the construction of Haldwani ISBT within a week.
Minister Arya said, “In the mountains region of Uttarakhand
over speeding has become one of the biggest factors causing road
accidents. To put a brake on these accidents and to put a check
on over speeding, the Interceptors will be playing a big role. These
vehicles are updated with latest technology and provide the
opportunity to take immediate action against those who are
found breaking the rules.”For the purchase of new buses in
Transport Corporation, he said that following the bus body code
tenders procedure should be initiated along with the memorandum of understanding for five new electronic buses.About
the Kashipur bus terminal, where the construction of flyover
was creating problems for the locals and visitors he directed the
officers of Transport Corporation, department and local
administration to survey the site to ascertain whether the present depot can operate from the area or not.
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hief Minister Trivendra Singh
Rawat participated in the
Manila festival in Almora during
which he laid the foundation for
various schemes amounting to
C27 crore and inaugurated
schemes amounting to Rs 2.73
crore.

C

He also made various
announcements for the development of the area including development of tourism circuit in
Marchula-Manila-Chittaudakhal
and Bhikiyasain, construction of
lift irrigation scheme at Barkinda,
construction of potable water
scheme from Gadkot to
Saraikhet, construction of mini-

stadium at Saraikhet and development of 500 nali land of the
government inter college at
Manila into a fruit strip.
Addressing the gathering on
the occasion, the chief minister
said that the state government is
committed to facilitating road,
electricity and drinking water in
remote areas of the state.
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aryana Government has
decided to introduce the
H
Ambucycles (two-wheeler)
service in the state with the
assistance of Israel for providing emergency response
service to the people in mini
m
u
m
possible time.

“This service will initially
be started in two cities namely Gurugram and Faridabad,”
said Chief Minister Manohar
Lal when a three-member delegation led by Ambassador of
Israel to India, Dr Ron Malka
called on him here on Tuesday.
The Ambucycles are the
motorcycles which make sure
that people get to emergencies

within the first few crucial
minutes of any need or
mishap. The Chief Minister
said that during his visit to
Israel in May last year, he had
also interacted with officials
who started this Ambucycle
service as a community-based
service of providing emergency response service on
two-wheeler.
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he child adoption rate is already low in the State of
Uttarakhand and to add to this, legal aspects discourT
age inter-religion adoption.
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An official of the Department of Women Empowerment
and Child Welfare (DWECW) stated that for example, if a
couple seeks to adopt a child who is Muslim, the legal formalities pose a barrier which is one of the main reasons for
the low adoption rate in such cases.
The departmental officer on condition of anonymity said,
“There are some cases wherein a Hindu family seeks to adopt
a Muslim child or a Muslim family seeks to adopt a Hindu
child. However, even if they try to do so the legal formalities discourage them from adopting the child.
If a Hindu family is seeking to adopt a Hindu child that
can be done easily under the Hindu Adoption and
Maintenance Act (HAMA) 1956 but there are no such laws
which legally authorise the Hindu family to adopt a Muslim
child.” The official further said, “We see fewer cases of Hindu
families adopting a Muslim kid or vice-versa due to various reasons. If the kid is 0-5 years in age, the couples interested in adopting do show interest but the legal process discourages them from doing so.The other reason is religious
ideas on which I think more awareness is needed in our society.”
Sharing his opinion and experience activist Arif Khan
said, “It is true that the inter-religion adoption process is complicated. If a Muslim family wishes to adopt a child who is
Hindu or a Hindu family wishes to adopt a child who is
Muslim, the process involved in both the scenarios becomes
difficult for the families seeking to adopt. The law in both
cases is not very flexible which discourages adoption in such
cases. As we have laws for inter-caste marriage we should
also have laws for adoption.
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ven as the entire India is
reeling under heatwave,
E
coastal areas in south Gujarat
and Maharashtra have been put
on high alert as Cyclon Vayu
may cross the Gujarat coast
between Porbandar and
Mahuva around Veraval and
Diu early morning on
Thursday (June 13) with wind
speeds between 110 and 135
kmph over waters of the
Arabian sea.
As Cyclone Vayu forms in
the next two days and heads to
the Gujarat coast, the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD) said that the cyclonic
Vayu is located around 650 km
south of Veraval coast and is
"very likely to intensify further
into a severe cyclonic storm" in
the next 12 hours. It has also
issued a warning of heavy rains
and high winds at a speed of
over 110 kilometres on June 13
and 14 in coastal areas of
Saurashtra and Kutch. Mumbai
will also get affected by cyclonic
Vayu, but not severely. Coastal
areas in Karnataka, Kerala,
Konkan,
Goa
and
Lakshadweep are also expected to receive fairly widespread
rainfall over the next three
days. The cyclone, while not
hitting the state, is likely to
result in gusty winds and a turbulent sea," the IMD said.
The coastal districts of

Gujarat where the cyclone's
impact will be felt are
Bhavnagar, Amreli, GirSomnath,
Junagadh,
Porbandar,
Jamnagar,
Devbhoomi-Dwarka, Rajkot,
Morbi and Kutch. Schools and
colleges of these districts have
decided to remain shut
between June 12 and 14. The
Gujarat Government is adopting the model of Odisha that
had put in place to tackle
Cyclone Fani.
Union Home Minister
Amit Shah on Tuesday chaired
a high-level meeting to review
the preparedness of state and
central ministries and agencies
concerned to deal with the situation arising Cyclone Vayu.
The National Disaster
Response Force (NDRF) has
pre-positioned 25 teams, comprising about 45 personnel
each, and the rescuers are
equipped with boats, tree-cut-

ters and telecom equipment.
After the review meeting,
Shah directed the senior officers to take every possible
measure to ensure that people
are safely evacuated and to
ensure maintenance of all
essential services such as
power, telecommunications,
health, drinking water etc and
that these are restored immediately in the event of damages
caused to them. He also directed for 24X7 functioning of control rooms.
The meeting was attended
by home secretary, secretary
Ministry of Earth Sciences,
and senior officers of IMD and
Ministry of Home Affairs.
Cabinet Secretary has also convened the meeting of National
Crisis Management Committee
on Tuesday evening to review
the preparedness of the state
and central agencies. Chief
Secretaries of Gujarat and

Advisor to Administrator of
Diu will also attend the meeting. Home Ministry, in a statement, said that it was is in continuous touch with the state
governments and Union
Territories and the central
agencies concerned.
In its forecast for June 13,
the IMD said, "Gale wind speed
of the order of 110-120 kmph
gusting to 135 kmph very likely over north Arabian Sea and
Gujarat coast in morning hours
and decrease gradually thereafter. It is very likely to be 5060 kmph gusting to 70 kmph
over north Maharashtra Coasts
and northern parts of eastcentral Arabian Sea." Cyclone
Vayu might bring light showers to cities, like Ahmedabad,
Gandhinagar, Surat, Rajkot,
Veraval and Bhuj on June 12
and June 13.
Cyclone Vayu will not get
strong as Fani did. According
to meteorologists, cyclones in
the Arabian Sea are not as
intense as those formed over
the Bay of Bengal, which also
tend to form over a longer
duration.
The recent cyclone Fani,
which hit the eastern coast in
May, brought winds gusting up
to 220 kmph, ravaging coastal
areas in Odisha. The cyclone
was also the longest lasting
cyclone over the Bay of Bengal,
travelling for as many as 11
days.
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ifferences in the Rajasthan
Congress once again came
to the fore on Tuesday with the
party’s Lok Sabha candidate
from the Jaipur (Urban) segment claiming that an “internal conspiracy” led to her
defeat in the recently-held elections. Former Jaipur mayor
Jyoti Khandelwal blamed the
party’s State vice-president
Archana Sharma for her defeat.
The fresh internal squabble
in Rajasthan comes a day after
Navjot Singh Sidhu complained
to party high command against
Punjab Chief Minister
Amarinder Singh.
Jyoti claimed that Archana
Sharma, who was the Congress
candidate from Malviya Nagar
in the 2018 assembly elections,
and her husband "conspired"
for her defeat. "I have submitted a report to the state
Congress president to probe
the reasons of the defeat by taking the Malviya Nagar assembly segment as a pilot project,"
she said.
Jyoti Kahndelwal's remarks
have come at a time when the
Congress high command has
issued an advisory asking its
Rajasthan leaders to refrain
from making statements that
could hurt the party's dignity.

D

Even earlier she claimed to
have written to AICC chief
Rahul Gandhi to conduct an
inquiry into the issue.
Claiming that some "leaders decided to make the BJP
victorious", Khandelwal added,
"I have a footage of the conversation of Archana Sharma's
husband. There was no party
worker to man the booths in
the Malviya Nagar assembly
segment."
The Congress
leader rejected that there was a
Modi wave.
"There was no 'Modi
Tsunami' on the Jaipur (Urban)
parliamentar y seat. The
Congress got more votes this
time and the winning margin
of the BJP candidate reduced,"
she said, adding that the party's
vote share went up from 23 per
cent in the 2014 Lok Sabha
elections to 33 per cent this
time. Sharma refused to comment on the issue.
However, Sharma said she
didn't have any objection to
making Malviya Nagar a part
of the pilot project to probe the
reasons of the election drubbing. "I don't want to react to
her statements. Make Malviya
Nagar a part of the pilot project. Reasons of the defeat in
other assembly segments
should also be considered,"
Sharma said.
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ongress president Rahul
C
Gandhi and party general
secretary Priyanka Gandhi on
Tuesday hit out at the Uttar
Pradesh Government over the
arrest of scribe Prashant Kanojia
and the editor and the head of
a Noida-based TV channel.
Rahul Gandhi also claimed that
if every journalist who files a
false report or peddles fake,
vicious RSS/BJP sponsored propaganda about him is put in jail,
most newspapers or news channels would face a severe staff
shortage.
"The UP CM is behaving
foolishly and needs to release the
arrested journalists," the
Congress president tweeted.
Retweeting Rahul Gandhi's
tweet, AICC in-charge Uttar
Pradesh (East) Priyanka Gandhi
also attacked the state government over the issue.
"Instead of working on the
issues of the people, the UP government is cracking the whip of
fear on journalists, farmers and
representatives," she tweeted in
Hindi.
Kanojia, Anuj Shukla, who
is the editor of Noida-based TV
channel Nation Live, and its
head Ishika Singh, have faced
police action over the release of
alleged objectionable content
against the UP chief minister.

Rahul and Priyanka's attack
on the UP government came on
a day the Supreme Court
ordered immediate release of
Kanojia, saying the fundamental right to liberty is "sacrosanct"
and "non-negotiable".
The Editors Guild had on
Sunday condemned the arrest of
Kanojia, Singh and Shukla,
describing the police action as an
"authoritarian misuse of laws"
and an effort to intimidate the
press. An FIR was registered
against Kanojia at Hazratganj
police station in Lucknow on
Friday night in which it was
alleged that the accused made
"objectionable comments against
the CM and tried to malign his
image".
Kanojia had shared a video
on Twitter and Facebook where
a woman is seen speaking to
reporters of various media
organisations outside the CM's
office, claiming that she had
sent a marriage proposal to
Adityanath. A group of journalists and activists had held a
protest here on Monday over
the arrests.
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ormer Civil Aviation
Minister and NCP leader
Praful Patel appeared before
the Enforcement Directorate
(ED) for the second day on
Tuesday for questioning in
connection with a money laundering probe related to a multicrore civil aviation scam
involving alleged irregular
allotment of routes to foreign
airlines to the detriment of Air
India during his tenure as
Civil Aviation Minister. He
was grilled for nine hours.
Patel was on Monday also
grilled by the agency for about
eight hours. Patel's statement
was recorded under Prevention
of Money Laundering Act
(PMLA) on both the days,
sources said.
The case emerges from a
criminal complaint registered

F

by the ED for alleged irregularities in fixing air slots for
international airlines that led to
losses for Air India. A case for
purchase of 111 aircraft for the
national carrier during Patel's
tenure is also under scanner of
the agency.
Patel has also been named
in a recent chargesheet filed by
the ED before a court, as a person known to alleged aviation
lobbyist Deepak Talwar.
Talwar was arrested by the
ED earlier this year.
Patel who is a Rajya Sabha
MP and a senior Nationalist
Congress Party (NCP) leader
was heading the civil aviation
ministry between 2004 and
2011 but has not been mentioned as an accused in the ED
case.
The nature of questions
posed to Patel could not be
immediately known.

The ED has questioned a
number of persons from the
senior management of the
state-owned airline and the
civil aviation ministry.
The ED chargesheet in the
case named Talwar and claimed
he was in regular touch with
Patel. The agency has alleged
that Talwar finalised various
communications addressed to
Patel on behalf of Emirates and
Air Arabia.
Talwar obtained undue
favours for the private airlines
using his contacts, according to
the chargesheet.
The ED chargesheet has
also alleged that Talwar was
engaged in lobbying with
politicians, ministers, public
servants and officials in the civil
aviation ministry for Emirates,
Air Arabia and Qatar Airways
in order to secure undue benefits for these airlines.

218UX[Tbcf^UaTbW58AbPVPX]bc
PQbR^]SX]VSXP\P]cPXaT9PcX]<TWcP
New Delhi: The CBI has
booked absconding diamantaire Jatin Mehta in two fresh
cases pertaining to an alleged
loan fraud of over C587.55
crore on complaints from the
Bank of Maharashtra and the
Union Bank of India, and carried out searches in these cases,
officials said.
According to the complaints from the two state-run
banks, Mehta allegedly cheated the Bank of Maharashtra to
the tune of C323.40 crore, while
the Union Bank of India suffered a loss of C264.15 crore,
they said.
On the basis of complaints
from both the banks, the CBI
has registered two separate

FIRs against Mehta and his
company, Winsome Diamonds
and Jewellery.
The agency has booked
the company, its original promoter Mehta, whole-time
directors Ramesh I Parikh and
Ravichandran Ramasamy,
independent director Harish
Ratilal Mehta and Jordanian
national Hathyam Salman Ali
Abu Obeidah on the basis of
the complaint from the Bank of
Maharashtra.
In the FIR filed on the basis
of the complaint from the
Union Bank of India, the CBI
has named the company,
Mehta, Bombay Diamonds
Company Pvt Ltd and Obeidah
as accused.
PTI
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he Modi Government is formulating a plan to provide clean drinking water to nearly 14 crore households.
The Government has target of providing clean drinking water to all by
2024, Jal Shakti Minister Gajendra
Singh Shekhawat said on Tuesday.
"The Prime Minister has set a target and our party manifesto talks about
providing clean drinking water by 2024.
There are nearly 14 crore households
where clean drinking water is yet to
reach," Shekhawat told reporters here.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
during his poll campaign, had promised
to integrate all ministries that look after
water-related issues into one ministry
-- the Jal Shakti Minsitry. The BJP had
also promised to provide clean drinking water to all households in the country.
He said in states like Uttar Pradesh,
Bihar, West Bengal, Chhattisgarh,

T

Jharkhand and Odisha, the coverage of
clean drinking water is less than five per
cent. Shekhawat said nearly 81 per cent
of total habitations in the country
have drinking water supply.
Water falls under the state list of the
Constitution and participation of states
is crucial to make the mission of providing clean drinking water a success.
Shekhawat held discussions with
officials and ministers from several
states looking after water-related issues.
Addressing them, the Minister said
there has to be a holistic approach
towards water supply
and demand. He also urged the
state governments to integrate waterrelated work under one single department.
The Minister said there was no representation from West Bengal in the
meeting. He said an emphasis will also
be made on water conservation, citing
the widening gap between water supply and demand.
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even-term BJP MP and former
Union Minister Virendra Kumar,
who is also a Dalit leader from
Madhya Pradesh, was on Tuesday
appointed the Pro-tem Speaker. He
will administer the oath of office to
newly elected members of Lok Sabha.
Senior Lok Sabha members
Bhartruhari Mahtab, Kodikunil Suresh
and Brijbhushan Sharan Singh have
been appointed by President Ram
Nath Kovind as persons before whom
MPs can take the oath as well on June
17 and 18.
As a pro-tem speaker, Kumar will
preside over the first sitting of the Lok
Sabha and administer the oath of office
to the newly-elected MPs and will also
oversee the election of the Lok Sabha
speaker, scheduled on July 19. There
are speculations in political circles that
BJP may field Kumar for the post of
Lok Sabha Speaker.

S
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There were reports that being a
senior most MP, Maneka Gandhi may
also be considered for the post of the
Speaker. Besides these two leaders, former Union ministers Radha Mohan
Singh, Jual Oram, and S S Ahluwalia
are seen as contenders for the post. The
first session of the newly-constituted
17th Lok Sabha will be held from June
17 to July 26.
Sources also suggested that the BJP
may offer deputy speaker's post to the
BJD, which is not a part of the ruling
National Democratic Alliance (NDA)
but at time has supported the government in Parliament, or one of its
allies such as Shiv Sena.

New Delhi: RSS joint general
secretary Manmohan Vaidya
will confer the 'Narad Samman'
journalism awards on June 29,
which is likely to be attended by
Vice President M Venkaiah
Naidu.
According to the RSS's communication wing Indraprastha
Vishwa Samvad Kendra (IVSK),
the awards are constituted in
memory of the "first-ever and
the most eminent journalistscholar of the universe, namely
Narad Maharishi".
The IVSK has already invited applications from journalists

based in Delhi-NCR for work
done in 2018. There are a total
nine award categories this year,
the sangh's communication
wing said in a statement.
The categories for which the
awards will be given are - reporting on women issues, reporting
on rural issues, for a young
reporter below 30 years with up
to three years experience, for a
photo journalist, for digital
media and social media, among
others. The last date for submitting applications for the
awards is June 15. It will be evaluated by a jury of eminent journalists, including Prabhu
Chawla, Ashok Tandon, K G
Suresh, Umesh Upadhyay,
Sachchidanand Joshi, Hitesh
Shanker and Parijat Kaul. PTI
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New Delhi: The Union Cabinet
is likely to take a call on a fresh
Bill to ban the practice of instant
triple talaq in its meeting on
Wednesday, sources said.
Once passed by Parliament,
the proposed bill will replace an
ordinance issued earlier this
year.
With the dissolution of the
16th Lok Sabha last month, the
contentious bill had lapsed as it
could not be passed by
Parliament and was pending in
Rajya Sabha.
Bills that are introduced in
Rajya Sabha and are pending
there do not lapse with the dissolution of Lok Sabha. Bills
passed by Lok Sabha and pending in the Rajya Sabha, however, lapse.
PTI
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New Delhi: In a relief to the
priest arrested following the
death of seven pilgrims in a
stampede outside a Tamil Nadu
temple, the Supreme Court on
Tuesday waived the condition
of paying C70 lakh for grant of
bail to him.
The chief priest of the temple in Tiruchirappalli had
moved the top court against the
order of the Madras High
Court which had imposed a
bail condition on him that he
would pay C10 lakh each by
bank drafts in the name of one
family member of each of the
seven deceased.
On April 21, seven pilgrims
were killed and 10 injured in a
stampede outside the temple on
the occasion of the 'Chitra
Pournami' festival.
A vacation bench com-

prising Justices Indira Banerjee
and Ajay Rastogi was told that
the state government and the
Centre have already paid a
compensation of C1 lakh and
C2 lakh respectively to "the victims".

"Having regard to the facts
and circumstances of the case
and the allegations in the FIR,
we deem it appropriate to
waive the condition of payment
to the family members/legal
heirs of the deceased victims

for the purpose of grant of bail,"
the bench said.
"The concerned Judicial
Magistrate may grant bail on
conditions as he may deem fit
to his satisfaction. We order
accordingly," the court said.
The bench said the high
court cannot be faulted in the
case as it was clear from the
order that the lawyer appearing
for the priest had offered to pay
C10 lakh to the family members
or legal heirs of each of the
deceased.
"In this court it is submitted that the petitioner, who was
rendering devotional services
in a relatively small Temple at
Tiruchirapalli, with little
income does not have the requisite funds," the bench noted
in its order.
"If the petitioner lacks

funds, undertaking ought not
to have been given to the court.
Be that as it may, it is well settled that bail cannot be made
conditional upon heavy
deposits beyond the financial
capacity of an applicant for
bail," it said.
The bench said the priest
was not even named in the FIR
and as per averments made in
the FIR, it "does not appear that
the petitioner was responsible
for the death."
"There appears to have
been suffocation due to congestion and rush. Even otherwise, it does not appear incarceration of the petitioner is
necessary for investigation or
that the petitioner will evade
the process of law or tamper
with evidence if set at liberty,"
the bench said.
PTI

New Delhi: The Indian Air
Force has lost nearly 10 aircraft
this year, the latest being an AN32, whose wreckage was spotted
on Tuesday in a heavily- forested mountainous terrain in
Arunachal Pradesh, eight days
after it went missing after taking off from Assam's Jorhat.
From Mirage 2000 to MiG27, many of these aircraft had
crashed in the month of
February, officials said.
In January, a Jaguar aircraft
of the Indian Air Force had
crashed in Uttar Pradesh's
Kushinagar district, with the
pilot ejecting safely, local police
had said.
The military aircraft had
crashed soon after taking off on
a routine mission from the
Gorakhpur Air Force Station.

District magistrate Anil
Kumar Singh had then said, the
incident took place around
noon time when the pilot had
sensed some problem in the
plane and turned it towards a
safe destination before jumping
to safety.
On February 19, a pilot was
killed and two others had ejected to safety when two aircraft of
IAF's aerobatic team Surya
Kiran crashed near the
Yelahanka airbase in Bengaluru,
a day before the opening of the
Aero India show.
The two Hawk aeroplanes
had collided mid-air and
crashed, killing Wg Cdr Sahil
Gandhi and injuring Wg Cdr V
T Shelke and Sqn Ldr T J
Singh.
Earlier in February, a Mirage

2000 aircraft of the IAF had
crashed at the HAL airport in
Bengaluru killing a pilot on the
spot and leaving another critically injured, police had said.
The HAL, in a statement,
had said the incident occurred
at 10.30 am during a sortie.
In the same month, a MIG27 fighter aircraft of IAF had
crashed in Eta village in Pokaran
tehsil of Rajasthan's Jaisalmer
district, a defence official had
said.
"A MIG-27 aircraft airborne from Jaisalmer crashed
during a routine mission today
evening. Pilot ejected safely. A
Court of Inquiry will investigate
the cause of the accident,"
defence spokesperson Col
Sombit Ghosh had said after the
incident.
PTI
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KH.DWKXDFDVHYHUGLFWSHUWDLQLQJWRMXV
WLFHIRUWKHHLJKW\HDUROGJLUOZKRZDV
EUXWDOO\UDSHGDQGPXUGHUHGWRVHQGRXW
DSROLWLFDOPHVVDJHWRKHUGHUVLQ-DPPXWKDW
WKH\VKRXOGPRYHRXWRUULVNWKUHDWVWRWKHLU
H[LVWHQFHKDVQRGRXEWEHHQIDVWWUDFNHG<HW
WKHUHLVDIHHOLQJRILQDGHTXDF\DERXWLW)LUVW
DQGIRUHPRVWPDQ\TXHVWLRQHGZK\WKUHHRI
WKHDFFXVHGZHUHVHQWHQFHGWROLIHZKHQWKH
0RGLJRYHUQPHQWKDGEURXJKWLQDQRUGLQDQFH
SUHVFULELQJWKHGHDWKSHQDOW\IRUWKRVHFRQ
YLFWHGRIUDSLQJJLUOVEHORZWKHDJHRIWR
VHWDQH[DPSOHDQGDGHWHUUHQW/HWXVHPSKDVLVHWKDWLWZDVLVVXHGIROORZLQJ
WKHJUXHVRPHYLROHQFHRIWKLVVSHFLILFFDVH2IFRXUVHWKDWKDGVHWRIIDGHEDWH
DVWRKRZWKHGHDWKSHQDOW\PHDQWWKDWWKHGHYLDQWRIIHQGHUZRXOGEHWHPSWHG
WRJRWRWKHH[WUHPHNLOOKLVLQQRFHQWYLFWLPDQGPXWLODWHDOOHYLGHQWLDU\WUDLO%XW
IRUWKHFKLOGWKDWLVIRUHYHUORVWWRXVQRWMXVWWKHIDPLO\WKHUHZLOOSHUKDSVEH
QRFORVXUHRIMXVWLFHWLOOFDSLWDOSXQLVKPHQWLVKDQGHGRXW2IFRXUVHWKHFDVH
KDGEHHQSROLWLFLVHGHQRXJKZLWKDWOHDVWWZRIRUPHU%-3OHDGHUVMRLQLQJDSURWHVW
PDUFKODVW\HDUGHPDQGLQJWKHUHOHDVHRIWKHDFFXVHG7KHFDVHIXUWKHUZHDN
HQHGWKHWLHVEHWZHHQWKH3HRSOH·V'HPRFUDWLF3DUW\ 3'3 DQG%-3WKHIRUPHU
DFFXVLQJWKHODWWHURISRODULVLQJDVHQVLWLYHLVVXHVXFKDVDYLRODWLRQRIFKLOGULJKWV
DORQJUHOLJLRXVOLQHV%XWIRUWXQDWHO\WKHFKHDSZKDWDERXWHU\GLHGVRRQHQRXJK
ZLWKDVSHHG\SUREHZKLFKLWVLQYHVWLJDWRUVDLGKDSSHQHGZLWKRXWDQ\SROLWLFDO
SUHVVXUHDQGDFRXUWYHUGLFW2IFRXUVHWKHUH·VDTXHVWLRQDERXWZK\WKHWKUHH
GLVPLVVHGSROLFHPHQZKRKDGWDPSHUHGZLWKHYLGHQFH³$QDQG'XWWD7LNDO
5DMDQG6XULQGHU6LQJK³ZHUHJLYHQMXVWDILYH\HDUMDLOWHUP,QFDVHVVXFK
DVWKHVHSROLFHDFWLRQLVPHDQWWREHWKHUHDOGHWHUUHQWDQGWLOOZHKDYHDV\V
WHPWKDWLVVHQVLWLYHVZLIWUHDFWLYHDQGHIIHFWLYHWKHUHZLOOEHQRUHVROXWLRQIRU
HLWKHUWKHIDPLOLHVRIWKHGHDGRUWKHVXUYLYRUV,IWKHVHFRSVKDGLQGHHGDFWHG
DVSHUWKHLQVWUXFWLRQRIWKHJXLOW\RUDQ\RWKHUNLQGRIH[WHUQDOSUHVVXUHWKHQ
WKH\DUHHTXDOO\LIQRWPRUHFXOSDEOH)RUWKHLUGHVWUXFWLRQRIMXVWLFHLVMXVWDV
ZLOOIXODVFULPLQDOVFRQVLGHULQJWKH\DUHRXUILUVWOLQHSURWHFWRUV2IFRXUVHWKH
UXOLQJGRHVKROGRXWKRSHIRUUHVROXWLRQSDUWLFXODUO\DJDLQVWWKHEDFNGURSRIWKH
NLOOLQJRIDWZRDQGDKDOI\HDUROGJLUOLQ$OLJDUKSRVVLEO\LQYROYLQJDVVDXOWDV
DWKUHDWWRKHUIDPLO\IRUQRQSD\PHQWRIDORDQ,WLVDOVRWKHUHDVRQZK\1REHO
ODXUHDWH.DLODVK6DW\DUWKLXVHGWKH.DWKXDUDSHYHUGLFWWRKLJKOLJKWWKDW´RYHUD
ODNKGDXJKWHUVVWLOODZDLWMXVWLFHLQRXUFRXUWVµ
$QGWKDWLVWKHUHDOLVVXHRIVHWWLQJXSDQDFWLRQDEOHUHGUHVVDOIUDPHZRUN
$FKLOGLVVH[XDOO\DEXVHGHYHU\PLQXWHVLQ,QGLDDFFRUGLQJWRJRYHUQPHQW
FULPHILJXUHVXSWR1HZILJXUHVKDYHQRWEHHQFRPSLOHG\HWVRWKDWQXP
EHUKDVFOHDUO\ULVHQQRZ$GGWRWKDWWKHPDQ\SOHDVWKDWDUHXQUHSRUWHG,QGLD·V
UHFRUGLQYLRODWLRQRIFKLOGULJKWVLVQRWRQO\IULJKWHQLQJEXWDOVRDVLFNPHDVXUH
RIDVRFLHWDOPLQGVHWWKDWGHYDOXHVNLGVDVDWUDGHDEOHDVVHW:RUVHFKLOGUHQ
DUHXVHGIRUIHDUPRQJHULQJOLNHVDFULILFLDOODPEV6DW\DUWKLKLPVHOIKDVEHHQ
FRQGXFWLQJLQGHSHQGHQWUHVHDUFKDQGIRXQGWKDWVH[XDORIIHQFHVFRPPLWWHGDJDLQVW
FKLOGUHQDUHVRKLJKWKDWDERXWSHUFHQWRIRXUNLGVERWKUXUDODQGXUEDQDUH
VXEMHFWHGWRSUHGDWRU\EHKDYLRXUE\WKHWLPHWKH\DUHDGROHVFHQWV$QGGHVSLWH
WKHSURYLVLRQRIWKH3URWHFWLRQRI&KLOGUHQDJDLQVW6H[XDO2IIHQFHV$FW 32&62 
WKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQDQGSURFHVVHVDUHVRWDUG\WKDWWKHDIIHFWHGFKLOGPD\ZHOO
WXUQDQDGXOWEHIRUHKHILQGVMXVWLFH$OOWKLVLVFRPSOLFDWHGE\DKRVWLOHSROLFH
VHWXSDQGDPDFKLQHU\ZKLFKQHHGVWREHXSEUDLGHGLQVWDQWDQHRXVO\IRUDQ\
OD[LW\LQIROORZXSDQGIDLOXUHWRSURYLGHDFKLOGIULHQGO\PRGXOH7KHUHDOVRKDV
WREHDPXOWL6WDWHDSSURDFKWRFRRUGLQDWLQJSUREHVDQGERRNLQJFXOSULWV0RVW
LPSRUWDQWO\WKHUHKDVWREHFRQYLFWLRQWKHUDWHRIZKLFKLVDSSDOOLQJO\ORZLQ
RXUFRXQWU\DOWKRXJKUDSHDQGJDQJUDSHFDVHVDUHSURJUHVVLYHO\LQFUHDVLQJ7LOO
WKHUHDUHQRLPPHGLDWHGHWHUUHQWVVHYHUHSXQLVKPHQWPHWHGRXWWRHUUDQWVLQ
UHDOWLPHDQGKHDOLQJDIIHFWHGFKLOGUHQWKHUHFDQEHQRKRSH2XUODZLVQRWUHDO
O\ZHDN,WLVZHZKRKDYHPDGHLWZHDNE\QRWUHVSHFWLQJLWRXUVHOYHVDQGZRUVH
QRWLPSOHPHQWLQJLWLQOHWWHUDQGVSLULW,WLVVDGWKDWZHKDYHWRZDLWIRUWKHFRXUWV
WKHILQDOYHKLFOHLQWKHMXVWLFHGHOLYHU\V\VWHPWRSURWHFWRXUFKLOGUHQ
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7ZHQW\WZR\HDUVDIWHU%HLMLQJWRRNRYHUWKH
DGPLQLVWUDWLRQLWZDQWVLWVZULWWRUXQLQWKHFLW\VWDWH

:

KHQWKH8QLWHG.LQJGRPVXUUHQGHUHG
FRQWURORI+RQJ.RQJWRWKH3HRSOH·V
5HSXEOLFRI&KLQD 35& LQLW
ZDVDPRPHQWRXVRFFDVLRQZLWK&KLQDDVVXU
LQJWKHZRUOGWKDWDVSDUWRIUHJDLQLQJFRQWURO
RIWKHLVODQGFLW\LWZRXOGUHVSHFWOHJDODQG
FXOWXUDO GLIIHUHQFHV 7KH SURFHVV RI
¶6LQDILFDWLRQ·DV&KLQDDEVRUEHGWKHKLJKO\
ZHVWHUQLVHGHQWLW\LQWRLWVOHJDODQGDGPLQLV
WUDWLYHSURFHVVHVZRXOGEHJUDGXDO7KDWZDV
DSSDUHQWLQWKHWLWOHRI+RQJ.RQJDVD6SHFLDO
$GPLQLVWUDWLYH5HJLRQ,WUHWDLQHGLWVXQLTXH
%ULWLVKVW\OHOHJDOV\VWHPSHRSOHVWLOOGURYHRQWKHOHIWVLGHRIWKHURDGDQGLW
KDGDQLQGHSHQGHQWLPPLJUDWLRQV\VWHPDQGFXUUHQF\:KLOH+RQJ.RQJZDV
XQGHQLDEO\&KLQHVHLWSDUWLFLSDWHGVHSDUDWHO\LQLQWHUQDWLRQDODQGVSRUWLQJHYHQWV
%XWLQWKH35&ZDVQRWWKHHFRQRPLFEHKHPRWKLWLVWRGD\DQG;L
-LQSLQJZDVVWLOODPLGGOHUDQNLQJRIILFLDOGHVWLQHGIRUJUHDWWKLQJVZLWKWKH¶;L
3ULQFLSOHV·VWLOO\HDUVDZD\%XW3UHVLGHQW;LZKRKDVQRZFHQWUDOLVHGSRZHULQ
KLPVHOISRVVLEO\VHHV+RQJ.RQJ·VVSHFLDOVWDWXVDVDQLUULWDQWDQGDEORWRQ
&KLQHVHVXSUHPDF\5DWKHUWKDQEHLQJDQDGMXQFWRI&KLQDLWLVWKHDOWHUQDWLYH
SRODULW\ZKHUHGLVVHQWKDVIRXQGDQHZKRPH7KHXQLTXHOHJDOV\VWHPDQG
IUHHGRPRIVSHHFKLQWKHFLW\KDYHOHGWRLWEHFRPLQJDKXERIDQWL;LVHQWLPHQW
:KLOHWKH35&KDVHIIHFWLYHO\VWDJHPDQDJHG+RQJ.RQJ·VHOHFWLRQVLQWKHSDVW
IHZ\HDUVWKHUHLVREYLRXVO\DIHHOLQJWKDWWKHFLW\VWDWHLVOLNHDQLUULWDWLQJVPDOO
GRJWKDWNHHSVEDUNLQJDOOQLJKW6RUHFHQWO\+RQJ.RQJ·V&KLHI([HFXWLYH&DUULH
/DPSURSRVHGDQHZODZWKDWDOORZV+RQJ.RQJWRH[WUDGLWHVXVSHFWVWR&KLQD
ZKLFKLQRWKHUZRUGVPHDQVDFODPSGRZQRQWKHIRUPHU·VGHPRFUDWLFVSLULW
DQGULJKWWRGLVVHQW7KLVKDVOHGWRKXQGUHGVRIWKRXVDQGVRI+RQJ.RQJHUV
JRLQJRXWLQWKHVWUHHWVWRSURWHVWRQO\WZR\HDUVDIWHUWKH¶<HOORZ8PEUHOOD·UDO
OLHVHIIHFWLYHO\VKXWGRZQWKHFLW\LQ2FWREHU7KRVHDVZHOODVWKHVHDJL
WDWLRQVDUHDJDLQVWZKDWSURWHVWRUVFDOOWKH¶FUHHSLQJ·6LQDILFDWLRQRIWKHLVODQG
ZKLFKLVKDSSHQLQJIDVWHUDQGTXLFNHUWKDQFLWL]HQVKDGDQWLFLSDWHG7KH\ZDQW
%HLMLQJWRUHVSHFWWKHGLIIHUHQFHVRIWKHFLW\EXWXQVXUSULVLQJO\;LLVWLJKWHQLQJ
KLVJULSDQGLVXVLQJWKHSURWHVWVWRMXVWLI\WKDW+RZHYHUKHVKRXOGEHFDUHIXO
WKDWKHGRHVQRWNLOOWKHJROGHQJRRVH+RQJ.RQJ·VXQLTXHVWDWXVKDVPDGHLW
DPDMRUHFRQRPLFDQGFXOWXUDOKXEWKDWDWWUDFWVDJOREDOZRUNIRUFH(YHQWKRXJK
&KLQDZDQWVPRUHFRQWUROLWVKRXOGEHFDUHIXOQRWWRGULYHWKHZRUNIRUFHDZD\
:KLOHWKHFRXQWU\LVZLWKLQLWVULJKWVWRVWRSWKHEDUNLQJLWPLJKWEHEHWWHUWR
OHDUQIURP+RQJ.RQJDQGDSSO\DELWRIWKDWPRGHOWRWKHPDLQODQGLWVHOI
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ack Andraka was in high school and
only 15 when he won the grand prize
at the 2012 Intel International Science
and Engineering Fair for presenting a
method for detecting early stages of
pancreatic and other cancers. Jack was
deeply moved by the death of someone who
he regarded an uncle and someone he was
very fond of. He found from background
research that most of those, who lost their
lives from pancreatic cancer, were unable to
detect its occurrence early due to lack of
methods by which it could be screened in a
simple manner. He, therefore, began his
research by first going to Google, Wikipedia
and drawing content from You Tube.
Wikipedia states that Jack followed up
with more research on nanotubes and cancer biochemistry aided by free online scientific journals. He then contacted 200 professors at Johns Hopkins University and the
National Institutes of Health with a plan, budget and timeline for his project, hoping to
receive laboratory space and help from a professional. Of these professors, 199 declined
Jack’s plan, while Anirban Maitra, Professor
of Pathology, Oncology, and Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering at Johns Hopkins
School of Medicine, invited him to his lab. Jack
was then able to come up with his innovation for detecting pancreatic cancer. An elite
global audience in New Delhi was spellbound
by listening to his journey into the world of
scientific innovation when this writer invited Jack to the Delhi Sustainable Development
Summit as a special guest some years ago.
We are living in very special times. Not
so long ago, youth in general and teenagers
in particular, followed the guidance and
direction of their parents and teachers
while fashioning their careers and preparing for their ultimate goals. This has changed
radically now. Given the widespread availability of information and knowledge on the
internet and the almost precocious maturity displayed by a 15 or 16-year-old doing
things that one associates with someone perhaps decades older, we are witnessing a revolution among the youth of today.
Perhaps even more challenging than
coming up with scientific discovery, involving sophisticated research, is the daunting task
of going against the power of vested interests, who block action on simple solutions to
societal problems. The gun lobby in the US,
for instance, led by the National Rifle
Association (NRA), has consistently foiled
attempts to impose even the most basic
restrictions and controls on ownership of
guns even by those who are depraved and
demented. The NRA is a powerful lobby with
substantial resources and these are deployed
across the board to fund the elections of
Democrats and Republicans alike. The website of the NRA shows that this body has a
membership of 5.5 million. It also carries a
message which states: “The Left Vows to End
Gun Violence by Coming After You.”
In the shooting that took place at a school
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in Parkland, Florida, in February
2018, there was widespread
shock at the wanton killing of so
many innocent young children.
Such incidents have occurred on
several occasions in the US,
clearly showing how easy it is for
a depraved person to own a gun
and shoot anyone at random. Yet,
the gun lobby in the US continues with its hypocrisy and actually suggests that guards in
schools should be provided with
guns to protect against incidents
such as in Parkland, Florida. It is
heartening that the surviving
children in that school and many
others have stepped up their
efforts with the US Government
to impose controls and restrictions on gun ownership. They
have a better chance of success
than any other group.
Far away in Sweden, a 16year-old girl, Greta Thunberg,
was inspired by the survivors of
the school shooting in Parkland,
Florida, and she began a weekly strike every Friday to walk
away from school and turn to
social media, appealing to politicians to support and take steps
toward halting carbon dioxide
emissions. Some months ago,
Greta struck a lone figure sitting
outside the Swedish Parliament
in Stockholm with a sign which
read in Swedish: “School Strike
for Climate.” She was deeply
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concerned about what was happening to the earth’s climate as
a result of human actions, having studied the subject in school
at the age of 11. The rest, as they
say, is history.
In December 2018, she
addressed in Poland the
Conference of the Parties of the
UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change. She addressed
150 members of the UK Houses
of Parliament, tapped the microphone and asked: “Can you hear
me?” She met the Pope and several others on the same trip. On
March 15 this year, it is estimated that 1.6 million people in 133
countries participated in a climate strike inspired by Greta and
these protests and strikes have
continued every Friday.
On Earth Day 2016, the
Protect Our Planet (POP) movement was launched in Mexico
City. Since then this movement
has grown particularly in Mexico,
others parts of Latin America and
some locations in Europe. The
whole purpose of the POP movement is to mobilise youth, who
number 1.8 billion between the
ages of 11 and 24, and have them
carry out actions to reduce the
carbon footprint of their institutions and change their own
lifestyles by which every individual’s carbon footprint is also
reduced.
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There are several inspiring
examples of young people who
are mobilising others on their
campuses and motivating them
to take collective action. The
Julius Stursberg Gymnasium
school in Germany has recorded remarkable success not only
in reducing waste but also minimising their own carbon footprint. Vanessa Hernández, a talented student at the University of
Guadalajara, has also shown
remarkable leadership in mobilising students in her university
for effective action.
Where adults have shown a
deadening inertia for change,
youth are now taking the lead
and demanding action by policy-makers and leaders from
every stakeholder group in society because their future is at
stake. The risks from the
impacts of climate change will
seriously imperil the youth of
today and their voices must be
heard. It is time for the youth of
today to shame adults who have
been totally insensitive to the
future of their children and
grandchildren. We need youngsters like Greta Thunberg,
Vanessa Hernandez and the
children of the school in
Germany to show us the way.
(The writer is former chairman, Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change, 2002-15)
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Sir — Post the re-election of
Narendra Modi as the Prime
Minister of India, his Pakistani
counterpart Imran Khan has
made new peace overtures. He
has written to Prime Minister
Modi, seeking a dialogue to
resolve all outstanding issues
between the two countries. India,
however, has time and again
made its stand clear that no dialogue process can start unless
Islamabad demonstrably clamps
down on cross-border terrorism.
It is true that relations
between the two countries have
turned from bad to worse. While
Khan is not wrong in desiring
peace, it must also be understood
that the situation now has become
far too complicated. There can be
no easy breakthroughs post
Balakot. Pakistan has done little
to put the brakes on terror emanating from its land while ceasefire violations across the LoC continue with impunity. Under the
circumstances, it is unrealistic to
expect any major dialogue
between the two sides.
Devendra Khurana
Bhopal
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6YhUTdU^ebUV_b3:9YcTUcYbQR\U
WT2WXTU9dbcXRTb^U8]SXP298bd_TaP]]dPcTPccWT
PVT^U%$CWTbT]X^a\^bcYdSVT^UcWTBd_aT\T
2^dacXbP__^X]cTSPbcWT298^]RTcWTX]Rd\QT]c
aTcXaTb CWTaTU^aT cWTaT WPeT QTT] X]bcP]RTb ^U 2WXTU
9dbcXRTbT]Y^hX]VPcTa\aP]VX]VUa^\Ydbc^]T\^]cW
c^bTeTaP[hTPabCWTh^d]VTacWTPVTPcfWXRWcWT_Ta
b^]V^Tbc^cWTc^_R^dacQaXVWcTaPaTWXbWTaRWP]RTb
^UPS^a]X]VcWTWXVWTbc_^bcX]cWTR^d]cahbYdSXRXPah
>]TfPhc^UXgPcTa\U^a298XbQhX]RaTPbX]VcWTPVT
^Ubd_TaP]]dPcX^]^UcWTP_TgR^dacYdSVTbCWXbXSTP
fWXRWXb]^cP[XT]c^cWT6^eTa]\T]cWPbQTT]VPcWTa
X]VSdbcU^aP[^]VcX\T7^fTeTaX]cWT[^]Vad]cWXb
\^eTfX[[QT\dRW\^aTQT]TUXRXP[c^cW^bTYdSVTbfXcW
\^aThTPab^UbTaeXRTPbc^_R^dacYdSVTbPccWT_^X]c
^UT]cahPbR^\_PaTSc^cWTXaQa^cWTaYdSVTb
CWT^cWTa^_cX^]Xbc^VXeTPV^Qhc^cWTbhbcT\
^U²bT]X^aXch³P]S_a^eXSX]VcWadbcc^²bT[TRcX]V³cWT2WXTU
9dbcXRTb1dccWTaTXb]^VdPaP]cTTcWPccW^bTSTbcX]TS
c^^RRd_hcWT298bRWPXaU^aP[^]VTa_TaX^SPaT\^aT
\TaXc^aX^dbP]SbPVPRX^dbcWP]cW^bTfXcWPUTf\^]cWb
[TUcU^aaTcXaT\T]c*Xc\PhPbfT[[QTcWT^cWTafPhCWT
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Sir — This refers to the editorial,
“Emperor Nadal” (June 11). All
superlative talk will fall short to
describe the feat of tennis superstar
Rafael Nadal, who captured his
12th French Open after facing a
turbulent year. Despite career-

[Pbc^_cX^]Xbc^T[TePcT7XVW2^dacYdSVTbc^cWTP_Tg
R^dacQPbTS^]cWTXa_^bbXQX[Xch^UQTR^\X]V298b^]T
UX]TSPhfWXRWPVPX]P__TPabc^cP[[hd]UTPbXQ[T5^aP
b\^^cWbPX[X]V^UcWTUd]RcX^]X]V^UcWTc^_R^dacU^a
P]TUUTRcXeTR^^aSX]PcX^]QTcfTT]XcP]ScWT2T]caTU^a
_a^eXSX]V\^\T]cd\c^`dXRZR[TPaP]RT^URPbTbXcXb
d]P\QXVd^dbcWPcP2WXTU9dbcXRTfXcWP[^]VTacT]daT
XbWXVW[hSTbXaPQ[T
6P]P_PcWX1WPc
0Z^[P

threatening injuries, Nadal could
rise again. With this win, he has
proven that there is no one who can
even come closer to him when it
comes to playing on the clay court.
He had pulled out of a match as late
as March this year and it was the
first season since 2004 that he had
not won any title. But probably the
French Open has such a special

place in his heart that he draws
extra motivation just by entering
here. Though Nadal is still two
short of Roger Federer’s all-time 20
Grand Slam record, his 12th title at
Roland Garros will be very difficult
to beat by any player in the near
future.
Bal Govind
Noida
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Sir — This refers to the report,
“Kathua justice: 3 get life, three 5year jail” (June 11). With six of the
seven accused being convicted in
the Kathua rape and murder
case, justice has finally been
served. A special court in
Pathankot found three of the
accused guilty of murder, gangrape and criminal conspiracy
while three others —including a
sub-inspector, head constable
and special police officer — have
been convicted for destruction of
evidence. It is a travesty of justice
that those who should have been
preventing the case were themselves involved in the crime.
Thankfully, trial in this case was
fast-tracked but the entire period
of the 18 months since the crime
took place is an indicator that it
wasn’t just another case of sexual violence. It also put a mirror
before our eyes, which exposed
the ugly truth of society and
showed us how we had failed the
young girl at various levels.
A Megha
New South Wales
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\
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LWKVKDUHGFRPPRQYDOXHVRIIUHHGRPGHPRFUDF\DQG
KXPDQULJKWV7DLZDQDQG,QGLDDUHQDWXUDOSDUWQHUVDV
ZHOODVLPSRUWDQWVWDNHKROGHUVLQWKH,QGR3DFLILFUHJLRQ
6LQFHWKHHVWDEOLVKPHQWRIUHSUHVHQWDWLYHRIILFHVLQWKHLUUHVSHF
WLYHFDSLWDOVLQWKHUHKDVEHHQVWHDG\SURJUHVVLQWKHUHOD
WLRQVKLSVSUHDGDFURVVYDULRXVVSKHUHV7KHUHKDYHEHHQVLJ
QLILFDQWKLJKSRLQWV7KHDQQXDOWZRZD\WUDGHEHWZHHQWKHWZR
LQFUHDVHGIURPELOOLRQLQWRELOOLRQODVW\HDU,WLV
H[SHFWHGWRLQFUHDVHWRELOOLRQLQWKHQH[WIHZ\HDUV7DLZDQ·V
LQYHVWPHQWWRRKDVVHHQDULVHLQWKHSDVWIHZ\HDUV,Q
WKHUHZHUH7DLZDQHVHFRPSDQLHVZRUNLQJLQGLIIHUHQWVHF
WRUVRIWKH,QGLDQHFRQRP\ZLWKDWRWDOLQYHVWPHQWRIDURXQG
ELOOLRQ2YHUWKH\HDUV7DLZDQKDVVHWXSODQJXDJHFHQ
WUHVLQ,QGLDQXQLYHUVLWLHVDQGRWKHUHGXFDWLRQDOLQVWLWXWLRQVWR
QRWRQO\SURYLGH0DQGDULQ&KLQHVHODQJXDJHWUDLQLQJEXWDOVR
WRPDNHFRQQHFWLRQVEHWZHHQ\RXQJJHQHUDWLRQVRIERWKFRXQ
WULHV6RIDUPRUHWKDQ,QGLDQVWXGHQWVKDYHEHQHILWHG
IURP WKH WUDLQLQJ SURJUDPPH $OO RI WKLV DSDUW 7DLZDQ DOVR
HQFRXUDJHV,QGLDQVWXGHQWVWRVWXG\LQ7DLZDQDQGDZDUGVQHDU
O\  VFKRODUVKLSV IRU ,QGLDQ XQLYHUVLW\ VWXGHQWV DQQXDOO\
&XUUHQWO\WKHUHDUHDERXWVWXGHQWVSXUVXLQJKLJKHUHGX
FDWLRQLQ7DLZDQ
6FLHQFHWHFKQRORJ\DQGDJULFXOWXUDOFRRSHUDWLRQEHWZHHQ
WKHWZRFRXQWULHVWRRKDVVHHQIXUWKHUH[SDQVLRQ$VRI0D\
QHDUO\SURMHFWVDQGMRLQWSURSRVDOVZHUHFDUULHGRXW
ZKLOHVHPLQDUVZHUHKHOGDQQXDOO\,QGLDDQG7DLZDQKHOG
WKHLUILUVW-RLQW:RUNLQJ&RPPLWWHHPHHWLQJIRUDJULFXOWXUHKXV
EDQGU\DQGILVKHU\FRRSHUDWLRQLQ$YHU\SRVLWLYHURDGPDS
IRUIXWXUHFRRSHUDWLRQLQWKHVHILHOGVZDVGUDZQ7KHVHFRQG
MRLQWZRUNLQJFRPPLWWHHPHHWLQJLVH[SHFWHGWREHKHOGLQWKH
ODWWHUSDUWRIWKLV\HDU,QUHFHQW\HDUVFXOWXUDODQGSHRSOHWR
SHRSOHH[FKDQJHVEHWZHHQ,QGLDDQG7DLZDQKDYHVHHQDULVH
,QDGGLWLRQWR7DLZDQHVHILOPVEHLQJVFUHHQHGDQQXDOO\DWPDMRU
ILOPIHVWLYDOVLQ,QGLDSHUIRUPLQJDUWJURXSVDQG\RXWKDPEDV
VDGRUGHOHJDWLRQVKDYHEHHQZHOFRPHGE\DUWORYHUV
7KHPRVWPRPHQWRXVDVVRFLDWLRQZDVWKHVLJQLQJRIWKH
ELODWHUDOLQYHVWPHQWDJUHHPHQWRQ'HFHPEHUWRERRVW
WUDGHDQGLQYHVWPHQW7KLVDJUHHPHQWLVRQHRIWKHYHU\ILUVW
DFFRUGV,QGLDKDVVLJQHGZLWKFRXQWULHVZKLFKFRQVLGHULWDV
DJUHDWLQYHVWPHQWGHVWLQDWLRQ:KLOHH[WHQGLQJFRUGLDOFRQJUDW
XODWLRQV WR WKH QHZ *RYHUQPHQW 7DLZDQ ORRNV IRUZDUG WR
VWUHQJWKHQLQJFORVHFRRSHUDWLRQDQGUHODWLRQVKLS:HVWURQJ
O\EHOLHYHWKDW,QGLDDQG7DLZDQDUHQDWXUDOSDUWQHUVZLWKQR
LVVXHVDQGEDJJDJH$VWKHWZRQDWLRQVDUHFRPSOHPHQWDU\
WRHDFKRWKHULQPDQ\DUHDVDQGJLYHQ7DLZDQ·VULFKH[SHUL
HQFHDQGH[SHUWLVHLQWKHILHOGVRIKDUGZDUHPDQXIDFWXULQJLQIUD
VWUXFWXUHLQIRUPDWLRQDQGFRPPXQLFDWLRQWHFKQRORJ\$UWLILFLDO
,QWHOOLJHQFH $, DQGIRRGSURFHVVLQJDPRQJRWKHUV7DLZDQFDQ
SOD\DYLWDOUROHLQWKH,QGLDQ*RYHUQPHQW·V¶0DNHLQ,QGLD·¶'LJLWDO
,QGLD·¶6NLOO,QGLD·DQG¶6PDUW&LWLHV·LQLWLDWLYHV
7RUHPHPEHUSURIHVVRU&5DMD0RKDQ·VFRPPHQWLQRQH
RIKLVDUWLFOHWLWOHG¶0RGL·V7DLZDQ2SSRUWXQLW\·SXEOLVKHGRQ
0D\LQDOHDGLQJQDWLRQDOGDLO\´7KHUHDUHDWOHDVWWKUHHUHD
VRQVZK\'HOKLVKDOOWDNHDIUHVKORRNDW7DLZDQDQGUHSODFH
LWVFXUUHQWLQFUHPHQWDOLVPZLWKDPRUHDPELWLRXVSROLF\µ,WIXU
WKHU VDLG ´:KDW WKH ELODWHUDO UHODWLRQV QRZ QHHG LV
KLJKOHYHOSROLWLFDODWWHQWLRQLQ'HOKLWRPDNHWKLQJVKDSSHQDQG
TXLFNO\«µ7KHUHLVQRGRXEWWKDW7DLZDQLVVXUHO\DYDOXDEOH
SDUWQHUIRU,QGLD7DLZDQ·VFRQWULEXWLRQWR,QGLDZLOOQHYHUDQG
FDQQRWEHDOLDELOLW\EXWDJUHDWDVVHW$V,QGLDLVDNH\SDUW
QHUXQGHU7DLZDQ·V1HZ6RXWKERXQG3ROLF\LWLVWREHKRSHG
WKDW ,QGLD ZLOO FKHULVK LWV UHODWLRQVKLS ZLWK 7DLZDQ WRR %RWK
QDWLRQVPXVWFRQWLQXHWRZRUNWRJHWKHUWRIXUWKHUVWUHQJWKHQ
WKHELODWHUDOUHODWLRQVKLSDQGFRRSHUDWLRQLQDUHDVVXFKDVHFRQ
RP\DQGWUDGHVFLHQFHDQGWHFKQRORJ\FXOWXUDOHGXFDWLRQDQG
SHRSOHWRSHRSOHH[FKDQJHVLQWKHQH[WILYH\HDUVVRDVWRMRLQW
O\DGYDQFHSHDFHSURVSHULW\VHFXULW\DQGGHYHORSPHQWIRUWKH
WZRFRXQWULHVDQGWKH,QGR3DFLILFUHJLRQ
7KHZULWHULVUHSUHVHQWDWLYHRIWKH7DLSHL(FRQRPLFDQG
&XOWXUDO&HQWHULQ,QGLD
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hange is the only constant — be it life or business. In this dynamic landscape, businesses,
whether small start-ups or large firms, need
to change their strategies and vision and go
through the transformation process to stay alive. The
importance of change management lies with the fact
that it helps align existing resources within the organisation. It can also respond faster to customer
demands. It provides a way to anticipate challenges
and respond to them effectively and, hence,
increase return on investment.
The current business world is quite demanding. Faced with a “two-speed world” — rapid growth
in emerging economies and slower growth in developed countries — firms have to develop unique
strategies. In addition, digitisation and globalisation
are blurring the lines between sectors as well as
between traditional competitor groups. Technology
is constantly changing consumer behaviour, empowering start-ups, making pricing more transparent
and reducing product life cycles. Additionally, owing
to changing costs, evolving demand and unfolding
trade restrictions, firms must rethink and continually reassess their operational footprint. In the background of this shifting environment as also to keep
up with the pace, most businesses must transform,
either in strategy, operating model, organisation,
people or processes. This generally results in the
alteration of their growth trajectory. For most companies, it is an ongoing, adaptive process as market conditions continue to change.
Although change has been a part of businesses for long, it is its speed that has rendered transformation as an important and integrated business
function. What took radio 38 years to reach a user
base of 50 million people was achieved by television in 13 years and by internet in just five years.
Today, the challenge is the speed of transformation.
All organisations have to gear up to face it.
However, according a study by McKinsey, despite
huge investments made by companies in tools, trainings and several publications of about 83,000 books
on change management, as much as 70 per cent of
change programmes fail to achieve their goals. So,
is something wrong with the concept of change management? Or is it rather its implementation?
Traditionally, there are several frameworks on
change management, like Lewin’s change management model, McKinsey’s 7-S model, Kotter’s Eight
Success Factors, Nudge theory, ADKAR, Bridges
Transition Model and Kubler-Ross change curve,
to name a few. Lewin’s change management model
is one of the most popular approaches as it splits
the change management process into three stages
which account for both the processes and people
in any firm. Lewin describes three stages of change
management as unfreeze, make change and refreeze.
However, it could be difficult and time-consuming
to enact due to the scale of unfreezing process. It is
only worthwhile to pursue if the business requires
a complete overhaul.
On the contrary, instead of supporting deep
analysis and large shifts, the McKinsey 7-S model
is great for analysing how coherent a company is.
By analysing the following seven aspects of a firm
and how they affect each other, the model highlights
the changes needed to create a united approach to
business: Strategy, structure, systems, shared values,
style, staff and skills. The McKinsey 7-S model is
best suited for those firms which want to know how
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they can change for the better.
Kotter’s theory is one of the first
approaches that focussed less on change
itself and more on the people behind it,
although in a top-down point of view.
On the other hand, Nudge theory is
odd in the sense that it really is just a theory — there’s no set change management
model, instead, a mindset and tactic which
can be used to frame the changes in a
more attractive and effective manner.
The ADKAR change management
model (acronym for Awareness, Desire,
Knowledge, Ability and Reinforcement)
is a bottom-up method which focusses on
the individuals behind the change.
However, it severely lacks in terms of a
high-level plan. If a manager does not have
a set change in mind, then it’s best to
analyse the company with something like
the McKinsey model first.
Even though there are a number of
change management models, there is only
a 30 per cent chance for it to be successful. Due to ever-changing consumer
expectations and competition in the
global economy, the science of organisational change is itself constantly evolving.
In addition, employee resistance is one of
the major challenges in change management. The human element of change
management may be one of the most difficult to navigate because people do not
inherently like change or adjust to it well.
Most change methods agree that
change is difficult and cumbersome.
Therefore, involving people early during
the implementing process and continuously adjusting for improvement are
critical to its success. This includes thorough planning, buy-in, process, resources,
communication and constant evaluation. So, how can an organisation embark
on this journey? The first critical step is
to get the right strategic vision and being
able to anticipate the requirements of cus-

tomers and strategies to achieve them. A
sound strategy is necessary for a broad
range of enterprise — wide investment
decisions, resource allocations and performance expectations — and helps derive
value from the transformation. It also
includes defining the depth and scope of
the changes and redesign of the internal
processes and structures.
Several studies have shown that a
majority of companies take a strategic
approach to transformation by continually aligning their business models with
strategy. However, some firms view transformation as an overall turnaround that
leads to a complete revamping of the business model and the remaining ones
adopt a narrower view, limiting themselves
to transforming specific processes, functions or areas. Therefore, depending on
the requirements, firms have to identify
if a major transformation is necessary or
will a more surgical, limited repositioning be enough.
The second step is execution, which
is the hardest and the most crucial part
of transformation. According to industry
experts, in the current complex and fastchanging business climate, more than half
of the firms undertaking transformation
fail to achieve desired business result due
to underestimation of the significance of
operating model refinements necessary to
effect transformation across people,
process, technology, data management
and risk management components.
Third, companies should define specific enterprise capabilities that will help
achieve competitive advantage. Focussing
on those critical capabilities, which are relevant to differentiate and compete, can
help deliver greater value, drive leaders to
achieve competitive advantage and help
the organisation realise its business transformation ambition.
Knowing where to start is critical to

unlock value through a business transformation. Prioritisation allows firms to
quickly evolve to address immediate
market opportunities.
The fourth step is to have relentless
focus on value throughout the transformation journey by articulating expected
value to be achieved and monitoring, measuring and tracking value throughout the
process. Failure to define the value
expected can create problems downstream. In addition, building of sustainability is essential as it extends value
beyond business transformation.
The fifth step is to have a disruptive
mindset. Since change is the core element of business transformation, continuous evolution, agility, flexibility,
innovation and disruptive mindset
should be part of every transformation
initiative. Also, customers should be the
key focus and anticipation of customer
needs should be aligned with any business transformation. Engaging all stakeholders in this process is also essential.
And finally, a respected and capable
business leader is critical to establishing
credibility and importance of the transformation to the organisation’s strategic
goals so as to make major shifts and
shape how work gets done.
In this fast changing world, it is not
enough to respond to disruption anymore.
Organisations have to anticipate and
own disruption with agility and discipline.
This will help them differentiate and stay
ahead. This is why change management
is essential. Making it happen effectively,
however, needs to be a core competence
of managers and their role has changed
from the ability to complete change projects to designing the organisations in a
way that enables continuous adaptation
to an ever-evolving environment.
(The writer is Assistant Professor at
Amity University)
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oing by recent happenings, it
seems the Congress high command’s authority is gradually
eroding in several States, including
Telangana, Punjab, Rajasthan and
Karnataka. While the grand old
party is confronted with leadership
crisis at the national level, it is disintegrating in States, too. Senior
Congress leaders feel that with party
president Rahul Gandhi taking a
decision to step down, the refusal by
the Congress Working Committee
(CWC) and other leaders to accept it
and the subsequent silence on this
issue, the Congress is falling apart. In
such confusion, it isn’t surprising that
there is growing indiscipline and factionalism after the party performed

G

poorly in the 2019 Lok Sabha polls.
Take for instance the Congress’
pathetic condition in Telangana. In a
huge setback, 12 of its MLAs sought
merger of the Congress Legislature
Party with the ruling Telangana
Rashtra Samithi (TRS) this week. State
unit chief Uttam Kumar Reddy has
alleged that the TRS purchased 12 of
its legislators. Retaining the remaining six will be a difficult job for the
Congress leadership. The State unit is
in serious trouble despite getting
three seats in the 2019 polls. In the last
Assembly, the TRS managed to merge
the TDP legislature party with it by
attracting 12 out of 15 MLAs who
won in the 2014 polls. Despite such
poaching attempts, the Congress
leadership is yet to recognise the gravity of the situation.
In Rajasthan and Madhya
Pradesh, where the party had
snatched power from the BJP in
December 2018, too, the party is facing trouble. The rift has already surfaced. In Rajasthan, some legislators,
who support deputy chief minister
Sachin Pilot, have demanded that
Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot be

replaced by Pilot. On the other
hand, Gehlot has blamed Pilot for his
son’s defeat in Jodhpur. In Madhya
Pradesh, too, there is a demand that
Jyotiraditya Scindia be made the
Chief Minister. All of these are hap-

pening at a time when there is a
threat to the Government itself in
both States as the Congress majority is very thin. The third State facing instability is Karnataka, where the
Janata Dal (Secular)-Congress coalition is not doing well. There are
apprehensions that the State
Government might fall and if it
indeed does, it will further dent the
image of the Congress.
The grand old party, which ruled
independent India for 55 years out of
its 72 years so far, is now fated to sit
in the Opposition for 10 consecutive
years till 2024 — the longest such
spell. So far, the Congress, despite suffering defeats, could revive itself due
to the leadership of Indira Gandhi,
Rajiv Gandhi and Sonia Gandhi.
With such humiliating defeats,
the Gandhi family has to tread carefully now. The first thing, as senior
Congress leader Veerappa Moily suggested, is to remove the confusion
about who will lead the party.
The second is to save the present
Congress-ruled States from instability. At least three States — Rajasthan,
Karnataka and Madhya Pradesh — are

showing signs of turbulence.
Third, it must contain indiscipline and factionalism in the party as
is evident in Telangana, Karnataka,
Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh.
Because of a weak national leadership,
State units will dare to revolt and
switch sides.
The fourth is to check erosion in
the party in Telangana and elsewhere.
More people may leave the sinking
ship without a captain.
Fifth, the party must restructure
the party as the CWC, the top policy-making body, has authorised
Rahul Gandhi to do so. Many Statelevel heads have also submitted their
resignation, owning responsibility
for defeat. A new leadership is essential if the party hopes to rise again.
Lastly, the Congress leadership
should lift the sagging morale of party
workers. After all, everything is not lost
and it has to face many more Assembly
elections in the next five years.
The immediate challenge, however, is the upcoming Assembly polls to
Haryana, Maharashtra and Jharkhand.
Above all, it must function effectively
in the upcoming Parliament Session

and take the lead as the main
Opposition party by coordinating
floor management of other Opposition
parties.
CPP leader Sonia Gandhi is yet
to nominate who would lead the
party in the Lok Sabha. There are
many who feel that Rahul Gandhi
should take that responsibility and
steer the party in Parliament at least.
So far, the Congress scion has not
been attending the House regularly
and has also spoken occasionally.
Sonia Gandhi vowed at the first
Congress parliamentary party meeting
last week, “In an unprecedented crisis
lies an unprecedented opportunity. It
is up to us to grasp it with humility and
self-confidence, drawing the appropriate lessons from our defeat...
Undeterred by the many challenges
that lie ahead, we will rise again.”
A decimated Congress is certainly old but not grand any more. Many
have written obituaries for the
Congress but there is still time for the
party to reinvent itself and revive under
a good leadership.
(The writer is a senior political commentator and syndicated columnist)
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r vind Subramanian,
Narendra
Modi
A
Government’s former chief economic adviser, has deduced
that India’s economic growth
rate has been overestimated by
around 2.5 percentage points
between 2011-12 and 2016-17
due to a change in methodology for calculating GDP.
India’s gross domestic
product product (GDP) growth
rate between this period should
be about 4.5 per cent instead of
the official estimate of close to
7 per cent, he said in a research
paper published at Harvard
University.
“India changed its data
sources and methodology for
estimating real GDP for the
period since 2011-12. This
paper shows that this change
has led to a significant overestimation of growth,” he said in
the paper.
The paper comes amidst
controversy over the country’s
economic growth under the
new GDP series. The revision
in the methodology happened
during the first term of the
Modi government.
“Official estimates place
annual average GDP growth
between 2011-12 and 2016-17
at about 7 per cent. We estimate
that actual growth may have
been about 4.5 per cent with a
95 per cent confidence interval
of 3.5 - 5.5 per cent,” he said.
Manufacturing is one such
sector where the calculations
have been largely mismea-

sured, wrote Subramanian,
who quit as the chief economic adviser in August last year
before his extended tenure was
to end in May 2019.
He said the implication of
this is: “Macro-economic policy too tight. Impetus for
reform possibly dented. Going
forward, restoring growth must
be highest priority, including to
finance government’s laudable
inclusion agenda. GDP estimation must be revisited.”
Last month, official data
showed that economic growth
slowed down to a five-year low
of 5.8 per cent in JanuaryMarch, pushing India behind
China, due to poor showing by
agriculture and manufacturing
sectors.
“So, post-global financial
crisis, growth in India, solid not
stellar,” he tweeted with a link
to his research paper. “My
paper focuses on original, technical methodological changes
which are distinct from more
recent GDP controversies such
as “back-casting” and puzzling
upward revisions for latest
years.”
He said the evidence, based
on disaggregated data from
India and cross-sectional/panel
regressions, is robust.
“Lending further credence
to the evidence, part of the
overestimation can be related to
a key methodological change,
which affected the measurement of the formal manufacturing sector. These findings
alter our understanding of
India’s growth performance
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Inc Tuesday made a case
for reduction in corporate tax
Irate,ndia
abolition of minimum
alternate tax, halving dividend
distribution tax to 10 per cent
and increase in outlay for infrastructure sector in the upcoming Budget with a view to
arrest economic slowdown.
Representatives of industry
chambers made these suggestions during their customary
pre-budget consultation with
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman, who on her part,
recalled the steps taken by the
government since 2014 to
improve the country’s business
climate. Sitharaman will present
the first Budget of the Modi 2.0
government on July 5.
In the meeting, CII
President Vikram Kirloskar
suggested bringing down the
dividend distribution tax to 10
per cent from the present 20
per cent, saying it should also
be not taxed at the hands of the
investor.
In her opening remarks,

Sitharaman said since 2014
the government has taken measures to simplify and rationalise
existing rules and introduced
Information Technology in a
big way to make governance
more efficient and effective.
As a result, she added,
India has considerably
improved its ranking to 77th
position among the 190 countries and has kept 23 ranks over
its rank of 100 in the Doing
Business Report 2018 as per the
World Bank Doing Business
Report, 2019.
Sitharaman also said that
industry should accommodate
more work force to reap the
benefits of demographic dividend.
Among other things,
Assocham President B K
Goenka recommended that
100 per cent depreciation
should be permitted in the first
year of investment for all new
investments.
“In order to further simplify GST, we propose a dual
rate (8% & 16%) structure for
GST’,” Goenka said.

after the global financial crisis,
from spectacular to solid,” he
wrote in the paper.
According
to
Subramanian, two important
policy implications follow: “the
entire national income
accounts estimation should be
revisited, harnessing new
opportunities created by the
goods and services tax to significantly improve it; and
restoring growth should be
the urgent priority for the new
government.”
The BJP Government had
in January 2015 updated base
year for GDP calculation to
2011-12, replacing the old series
base year of 2004-05. Using this,
in August last year the growth
numbers were recalibrated by
the Sudipto Mundle Committee
set up by the National Statistical
Commission. This dumped up
growth during the Congress-led
UPA years based on the socalled production-shift method.
The Government, however, dumped this calling the
numbers experimental and not
actual. It in November 2018
“recalibrated” the economy for
the years 2004-05 to 2011-12,
pulling down the GDP growth
in UPA-era.
In the period before 2011,
manufacturing value added in
the national accounts used to
be closely correlated with the
manufacturing component of
the Index of Industrial
Production (IIP) and manufacturing exports. However,
according to Subramanian, this
link has broken down.
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hares of Jet Air ways
Tuesday plummeted nearly
11 per cent amid reports that
Hinduja Group and Etihad
Airways may not proceed with
plans to resurrect the debt-ridden airline.
The company’s scrip tumbled 10.58 per cent to close at
Rs 111.95 on the BSE. During
the day, it plunged 14.41 per
cent to C107.15 — its 52-week
low.
On NSE, the stock
dropped 10.25 per cent to
close at C112.
On the traded volume
front, 18.10 lakh shares were
traded on the BSE and over
one crore shares changed
hands on the NSE during the
day. The company’s market
valuation declined by C150.28
crore to C1,271.72 crore on the
BSE.
According to a media
report, Hinduja Group and
Etihad Airways PJSC may not
proceed with plans to resurrect
Jet Airways.
Meanwhile, in a major setback to the lenders’ revival/sale
plan of the grounded Jet
Airways, two operational creditors — Shaman Wheels and
Gaggar Enterprises — Monday
moved the National Company
Law Tribunal (NCLT) seeking
bankruptcy proceedings
against the airline.

S

nvestigation into the highprofile IL&FS fraud has
showed that the then CEO of
the group’s financial services
arm IFIN helped a senior director of a leading rating agency
buy a duplex villa worth crores
at a discount when an important circuitous transaction with
a defaulter borrower was
underway in 2012-13.
The probe by the government’s white-collar crime probe
agency SFIO has already
unearthed connivance of auditors and independent directors
with the then top management of IFIN (IL&FS Financial
Services Ltd) in defrauding
the company.
IFIN and several other
group companies have been
found to have indulged in multiple circuitous transactions
involving several illegalities
including fast disbursals to
some borrowers despite their
bad track record in servicing
existing loans and also delayed
recoveries.
As per the investigation
report, which is part of the first
chargesheet filed by the Serious
Fraud Investigation Office
(SFIO), IFIN and other entities
from the IL&FS (Infrastructure
Leasing and Financial Services)
group continued to enjoy high
ratings from various rating
agencies, including due to window-dressing of the company
books.

I

a loan disbursed to SIVA Group
was used by the borrower to pay
IFIN for the liabilities arising out
of a debt syndication fee. This
fee was paid by SIVA group to
IFIN for services rendered by
IFIN for debt restructuring carried out by the company.
The probe showed that in
the year 2012-13, SIVA
Ventures had an outstanding
liability against Unitech, while
an outstanding loan of IFIN to
Unitech was also overdue.
The SFIO probe has
revealed that the IFIN top
management decided to bail
out SIVA group by funding the
repayment of the liabilities of
Unitech towards SIVA
Ventures. Accordingly, sanction
and disbursal of C125 crore was
done to Unitech group to help
them clear their dues to Siva of
approximately C80 crore and
consecutively Siva to clear loans
of IFIN.
In this transaction, IFIN
not only self-funded their advisory income of C8 crore but
also granted additional loans of
approximately C45 crore.
However, post completion
of transaction, on Siva group’s
request, it was allowed to utilise
a major portion of the loan,
approximately C40 crore, to
close a loan of Union Bank of
India. This was done in consideration of a mandate of
restructuring from Siva group
to IFIN with a fee of C12.5
crore.
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he Bimal Jalan panel may
recommend transferring up
to C3 lakh crore of excess Reserve
Bank capital to the government
and the money should be used
for recapitalising struggling staterun lenders, says a report.
The report of the six-member committee on economic
capital framework for RBI headed by former governor Jalan is
likely to submit its report by late
this month, according to media
reports.
Depending on the methodology, the panel will identify C1
to 3 lakh crore or 0.5-1.5 percent
of GDP as the excess capital, the
report by economists at Bank of
America Merrill Lynch said in a
note Tuesday.
They opined the high nonperforming loans in the system
do not require additional capital to be kept aside by the
Reserve Bank.
“We actually welcome the
use of excess RBI capital to

T

recapitalise public sector banks
to support economic recovery,”
they said, adding even the RBI
Act allows for transfer of the capital provided the central bank
maintains $0.7 million of
reserves.
The RBI can “monetise networth as the creator of money”
and will not have to resort to selling of G-secs or forex reserves
either, it said.
If the excess capital is used
for recapitalising state-run
lenders, it will be neutral from
both a fiscal deficit and liquidity management perspective, it
said.
It also said bank recapitalisation can indirectly support
RBI objectives on the liquidity
management, where the central
bank has been buying back
bonds to inject liquidity. Drawing
down from the excess capital will
not impact ratings as well, as the
ratings depend on the RBI’s
forex reserves and not on internal reserves or the networth,
it said.
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lobal rating agency
G
Moody’s has placed private
sector lender Yes Bank’s ratings
under review for a possible
downgrade citing its high exposure to the struggling NBFC
and realty sectors.
The agency has a “Ba1” rating on the lender, which has a
6.4 percent exposure to NBFCs
and housing finance firms and
7 percent to realty companies
as of the March 2019 quarter.
“The ongoing liquidity
pressures on finance companies
will negatively impact the credit profile of Yes Bank, given its
sizeable exposure to weaker
companies in the sector,” a
Moody’s note said Tuesday.
The report said the bank
has a 6.4 percent exposure to
non-banking finance companies and housing finance companies as of March 2019, while
the same to commercial and
residential real estate sector was

7 percent.
Moody’s further said the
realty sector is also under pressure just like NBFCs whose
“liquidity condition have worsened” since last Sepetember.
The bank, which reported a
maiden loss of over C1,500 crore
for the March quarter under a
new head, had classified as much
as C10,000 crore of its exposure
under a watch-list which could
turn sour this fiscal.
The agency “expects significant pressure on the bank’s
asset quality and therefore
profitability and capital position” due to these headwinds
but said the proactive provisioning in the March quarter
will cushion impact of the
anticipated stress.
However, it warned that if
the bank is not able to raise
capital — it has a board
approval to raise $1 billion —
its loss absorbing capacity and
financial profile will be under
more pressure.
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gainst stiff competition,
BHEL has secured a prestiA
gious order for the erection
work of the upcoming 2x1000
MWe Turbine Generator (TG)
island Units 3&4 at Kudankulam
Nuclear Power Project in Tamil
Nadu being set up with foreign
cooperation (Russia).
Valued at over C440 Crore,
the order has been placed on
BHEL by Nuclear Power
Corporation of India Limited
(NPCIL). Significantly, for the
same project, BHEL has also
emerged as the lowest bidder
for erection of the Reactor

side equipment.
Earlier, BHEL has successfully executed the erection
work of TG island for Units
1&2 at Kudankulam, showcasing its capability in efficiently erecting equipment
designed and manufactured
by other suppliers.
BHEL is an established
EPC leader for both thermal
and nuclear power projects. 12
out of 18 operating Pressurized
Heavy Water Reactors
(PHWRs) in the country are
equipped with BHEL-supplied
steam turbine generator sets,
accounting for 74% of the
installed capacity.
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scarcity
in
Maharashtra’s Yavatmal
W
district claimed the life of a 45year-old woman, who fell into
a well in search of water, police
said on Tuesday. The incident
took place at Malewadi in
Mahagaon tehsil on Monday
evening, an official said.
Vimal Rathod had entered
the half-dry well, the official
said. While trying to descend
further, she slipped and fell 40
feet on the rocky surface and
died on the spot, said Damodar
Rathod, incharge of Mahagaon
Police Station.
Her body was shifted to a
State-run hospital in Yavatmal
for post mortem, he said.

After the incident, villagers
of Malewadi staged a protest at
Gunjphata and demanded
drinking water for the village,
the official said.
Family members, relatives
and some villagers decided not
to perform her funeral till their
demand was met and also tried
to obstruct road traffic, he said.
Local tehsildar, bloc development officer and police officials reached Gunjphata and
assured that drinking water will
be fulfilled and financial help
provided to the family members
of the deceased woman, the official said. Satisfied with the
response of district officials,
Rathod’s family members performed her last rites on Tuesday
afternoon, the official said.
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Patna/Muzaffarpur: Thirty
children have died this month
in two hospitals in Muzaffarpur
with most of them being victims of hypoglycemia and not
Acute Encephalitis Syndrome
(AES) as being reported in the
media, officials said on
Tuesday.
Thirty children have died
till Tuesday that included seven
at
Kejriwal
hospital,
Muzaffarpur and 23 at Sri
Krishna Medical College and
Hospital, a release issued by
Muzaffarpur District Public
Relations Officer Kamal Kumar
Singh said.
Health Department’s
Principal Secretary Sanjay
Kumar told reporters in Patna,
“A total of 26 children have died
till yesterday, 80 per cent of
them were the victims of hypoglycemia, a condition caused by

very low level of blood sugar.”
He, however, refused to
give district wise break-up of
the 26 children’s death.
“A team led by director-inchief, Health Services has gone
to Muzaffarpur to take stock of
the situation prevailing there,”
Kumar said.
Considering the gravity of
the situation, a seven- member
team would be visiting
Muzaffarpur to take stock of the
situation and also study about
the disease which is taking
heavy toll on children, he said.
Participating at a function
organised at the Indira Gandhi
Institute of Medical Sciences
(IGIMS) premises for laying
foundation stone of 500 bed
building, Chief Minister Nitish
Kumar expressed sorrow over
the children’s deaths in
Muzaffarpur.
PTI
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ore than seven months
after Sheikh Imran,
Deputy Mayor, Srinagar, was
slapped with the recovery
notice by the Jammu &
Kashmir Bank to settle his
outstanding loans to the tune
of C125 crore, Income Tax
authorities on Tuesday
swooped down on his private
offices to probe alleged irregularities committed by the
Kehwah group.
According to official
sources, “around 10 business
premises were raided by the IT
authorities, eight in Srinagar
and one each in Delhi and
Bengaluru on Tuesday”.
The assessee group is
engaged in the business of
transportation, manufacturing
of silk yarn, hospitality, retail
trading of Kashmir Arts &
Crafts etc. Official sources said,
Deputy Mayor Sheikh Imran’s
private offices in Sangarmal
Shopping, Bohri Kadal in
downtown and Nowgam were
raided by the officials of the
income tax department and
confiscated some documents .
The raids continued for
about 5-6 hours.
The action follows close on
the heels of recent crack down
by the Anti-Corruption Bureau
inside J&K Bank headquarters
after Chairman cum Managing
Director, Parvez Ahmed was
removed from the post.
The recovery notices were
earlier served to Sheikh Imran
on Oct 31, 2018 to clear the

M

outstanding amount of C125.07
crore.
Official sources said, none
of the members of the group
were filing their Income Tax
returns.
Close scrutiny of office
records revealed, “as a One
Time Settlement, the group
has got their loans of C170 crore
with J&K Bank restructured for
a sum of C77 crore, out of
which, payment of only C50.34
crore to the J&K Bank has been
made so far and balance of
C27.66 crore is yet to be paid”.
However, during the day
long search, evidence has been
detected indicating that the One
Time Settlement of the loan
from J&K Bank has been done
through the active connivance of
a senior J&K Bank officer who
was receiving several out of
turn promotions. Furthermore,
evidence has also been
unearthed indicating that the
repayment of C50.34 crore pertaining to the said loan has been
green fielded by the J&K Bank
by granting loan of similar
amount to an associate who has
confessed to his role in layering
the entire transaction.
According to official
sources, “during the search,
incriminating evidence has
also been found relating to Sale
of undisclosed property
amounting to C22 crore,
Agreement to sell Transport
business for C9.10 crore,
Undisclosed profit of C15-20
crore on account of sale of Cold
Storage plant at Lassipora”.
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ost-poll violence continued in Bengal with three
P
more deaths being reported
from Bhatpara and Burdwan
even as the locals fished out
bags crammed with flesh from
Ichamati River near Baduria
off Basirhat.
The suspense around the
bags increased following claims
by the BJP that three of their
supporters were still missing
from Najat village in Basirhat
sub-division where the BJP
and the TMC supporters
clashed on Saturday evening
leading to three deaths.
“Police are investigating
the matter and the bags are
being sent for forensic examination,” a senior police officer
said after senior TMC leader
Mukul Roy demanded thorough investigation by the

National Investigation Agency
“as this an area bordering
Bangaldesh and there is
ever y possibility that a
Nadigram-like situation is
enfolding in the region.”
Violence also continued at
Bhatpara in North 24 Parganas
where two TMC supporters
died after allegedly being
attacked with bombs, sources
said,
adding
another
TMC man succumbed to an
attack at Galsi in neighbouring
Burdwan district.
The incidents took place
Monday night when Md Halim
and Md Mustaq of Bhatpara
were attacked by the assailants.
Four other men were also
injured in the attack.
With the latest murders
the death toll in ongoing political violence mounted
to 10 in the past four days,
sources said.

lose on the heels of killing
of Zakir Musa, top terrorist commander who had
founded a terrorist cell of alQaeda called Ansar GhazwatUl Hind in Kashmir Valley, two
fresh recruits of the same terror outfit were eliminated by
the joint teams of security
forces in Awneera area of
Shopian district on Tuesday.
In Jammu, a day after a
Lance Naik Mohd Jawed,hailing from Khagaria district of
Bihar, attained martyrdom during unprovoked ceasefire violation in Poonch sector,
Pakistani rangers resorted to
limited ceasefire violation along
the International border in
Hiranagar sector across Jammu
frontier on Tuesday.
According to a BSF
spokesman, around 4.00 pm
Pakistani rangers opened ‘unprovoked’ firing of small arms
towards Indian side. In response
BSF troops retaliated the fire
which was localised to a limited
stretch in Hiranagar sector. BSF
spokesman said, no loss/damage
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of any kind occurred.
In Srinagar, police
spokesman said, “a cordon &
search operation was launched
jointly by police and security
forces in Awneera area of district Shopian after receiving
credible Intelligence inputs
about the presence of terrorists
in the area”. During the search
operation, the hiding terrorists
fired on the search party. The
fire was retaliated leading
to an encounter. In the ensuing
encounter, two terrorists were
killed and the bodies were
retrieved from the site of
encounter.
Police spokesman said,
“The killed terrorists were
identified as Sayar Ahmad Bhat
of Yaripora Kulgam and Shakir

Ahmad Wagay of Awneera
Shopian”.
As per police records both
the killed terrorists were
inspired by IS ideology. They
were wanted by law for their
complicity in terror crimes
including attack on security
establishments.
According to the police
records, they were part of
groups involved in planning &
executing terror attacks in the
area and many other civilian
atrocities.
Shakir Wagay
according to police records
was involved in Case FIR No
25/2019 pertaining to the
killing of civilian Irfan Hameed
Sheikh of Zainapora. Terror
crime cases were registered
against both of them.
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Patna: Janata Dal (United),
heading the NDA Government
in Bihar, on Tuesday said West
Bengal under Mamata Banerjee
is fast turning into a “mini
Pakistan” from where Biharis
are being driven out by
“Rohingyas”.
The scathing criticism of
the West Bengal Government
by JD(U) followed close on the
heels of Banerjee lauding her
Bihar counterpart Nitish
Kumar for deciding to contest
assembly polls in four states
separately.
“What is happening in
West Bengal is a matter
of grave concern. I have been
saying this for long. I do not
understand why she has
thanked and commended our
Chief Minister.
“May be she is happy that
the JD(U) is contesting elections in four States on its own,
not as a part of the NDA,”
JD(U) spokesman Ajay Alok
told a news channel here. PTI
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n a clear establishment of
link between the Narendra
IDabholkar-Gauri
LankeshGovind Pansare murders, the
Maharashtra Police on Tuesday
arrested right-wing activist
Sharad B Kalaksar in connection
with the murder of veteran CPI
leader Pansare.
Having taken Kalaskar from
the custody of the National
Investigation Agency (NIA), a
Special Investigation Team (SIT)
of Kolapur Police produced him
before Judicial Magistrate (Mrs.)
SS Raul of Kasbah-Bavda Court
in Kolhapur in western
Maharashtra who sent him to
police custody till June 18.
Kalaskar had been arrested
first by the Maharashtra AntiTerrorism Squad (ATS) in
August last year in connection
with a plot to engineer blasts in
five cities of Maharashtra includ-

ing Mumbai, Pune, Solapur and
Satara. Kalskar’s arrest came
after the SIT investigated his link
with Pansare’s murder and
recorded his statement.
The CBI had earlier invoked
Unlawful Activities Prevention
Act (UAPA) against two sharp
shooters Kalaskar and Sachin
Andure and charged them under
relevant Indian Penal Code sections for criminal conspiracy and
murder and provisions of Arms
Act and UAPA in connection
with rationalist Narendra
Dabhoolkar’s murder.
CPI leader Govind Pansare
(82) and his wife Uma (67) had
been shot from a close range,
near their residence “Ideal
Housing Society” at around
8.30 am on February 16, 2015,
when the couple was returning
from a morning walk from the
Shivaji University campus at
Kolhapur. Four days later,
Pansare succumbed to injuries
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t is yet another “Son Rise “ in
the DMK, the party with
I“Rising
Sun” as its electoral
symbol. Closely after the landslide victory registered by the
DMK in the recent Lok
Sabha election where the partyled Secular Progressive
Alliance (SPA) routed the
AIADMK-led
front,
Udhayanidhi Stalin, son of
party chief MK Stalin has been
unofficially declared as the
“heir apparent” to the latter.
In a rebuff to H
Vasanthakumar, the newly
elected Congress MP from the
Kanyakumari Lok Sabha constituency, who demanded that
his party be allocated the
Nanguneri Assembly constituency from where a by-election is due, Udhayanidhi
declared that such issues would
be decided by the DMK president Stalin. “My father is very
considerate while heeding to

the demands made by alliance
partners. But he should not be
taken for granted by all,”
warned Udhayanudhi while
addressing a public meeting on
Tuesday which was presided
over by Stalin himself.
The junior Stalin, who is
also the grandson of late party
president M Karunanidhi,
made it in unequivocal terms
that the DMK was the real
leader in Tamil Nadu and others are destined to oblige to the
decisions made by Stalin.
Vasanth Kumar was representing the Nanguneri
Assembly constituency when
he was fielded as a Congress
nominee from Kanyakumari
Lok Sabha constituency. The
Congress candidate trounced
the BJP’s Pon Radhakrishnan
by a huge margin. Vasanth
Kumar, paternal uncle of Tamil
Nadu BJP chief Tamilissai
Sounderatajan, quit his assembly membership on Monday
which has necessitated the
assembly bypoll.

sustained in the shoot-out, while
his wife Uma survived the attack.
Pansare’s murder, it may
recalled, had come on the heels
of a gruesome murder of 69year-old anti-superstition campaigner Dabholkar, who was
shot dead him from a point
blank range by two motor-bicycle riding gunmen — aged
between 25 and 30 years, while
he was taking a morning walk
on the Omkareshwar bridge
located in the heart of Pune, on
August 20, 2013.
It may be recalled on
December 1 last year, the SIT
had arrested two more persons
— Bharat Jayant Kurne and
Vasudev Bhagwan Suryavamshi
— in connection with the
Govind Pansare murder case.
While Kurne is an accused
in the Gauri Lankesh murder
case, Suryavanshmi is an
accused in the arms haul case.
The SIT had obtained the cus-

tody Kurne and Suryavamshi
from the Karnataka police and
National Investigation Agency
(NIA) respectively on Friday
night. Both Kurne and
Suryavamshi were formally
placed under arrest by the SIT.
The arrest of Suryavanshi
and Kurne had come a fortnight
after the arrest of another suspect Amol Kale, who is one of
the key conspirators in the
/murders of anti-superstition
crusader Narendra Dabholkar
and Journalist Gauri Lankesh.
Kale was formally arrested by the
SIT on November 15, 2018.
The SIT had arrested
Sanatan Sansatha activist Samir
Gaikwad on September 16,
2015. Subsequently, the SIT
filed a chargesheet against
Sameer Gaikwad, the lone
accused in the case.
Subsequently, the SIT took
into custody Hindu Janajagruti
Samiti (HJS) activist Dr

Virendrasinh Tawde.
In a chargesheet filed in the
the Kolhapur sessions court on
September 8, 2016, the SIT
named Tawde as the key accused
and named Sanatan Sanstha
activists Samir Gaikwad and
Vinay Pawar as co-accused
accused in the murder of CPI
leader Govind Pansare. The
investigators later named Vinay
Pawar and Sarang Akolkar as the
two men who shot Pansare.
Then came the arrest of Kale on
November 15 last year.
With the latest arrest of
Kalaskar, the total number of
accused in the Govind Pansare

murder case has gone up to
eight. The investigations by the
CBI have revealed that that it
was Kalaskar who had accompanied Andhure in a motorcycle and gunned down Dr
Dabholkar. Among other things
that the CBI had disclosed in its
remand application that one of
the arrested accused in the
Gauri Lankesh murder case,
had handed over one 7.65 mm
country made pistol and three
bullets with magazine to
Andhure. With Kalaskar’s arrest,
the link between the murders of
Dabolkar, Gauri Lankesh and
Pansare has been established.
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he Sri Lankan Government
on Tuesday began the
T
Parliamentar y
Select
Committee (PSC) investigation into the security lapses surrounding the Easter Sunday
suicide attacks that killed 258
people including 11 Indians,
despite strong objection by
President Maithripala Sirisena.
President Sirisena, who is
the head of the Cabinet,
warned last week that he would
not attend the Cabinet unless
the Government took immediate action to halt the parlia-

mentary investigation.
The PSC began hearing
testimony from Muslim leaders who said they repeatedly
warned the authorities to dangerous radicalisation. The committee summoned former governor of the Western province
Azath Sally to testify before it.
The Cabinet meeting
which is usually held on
Tuesday mornings was not
called by Sirisena, officials said.
President Sirisena last week
asked the Cabinet to halt the
hearings, citing national security concerns. Sirisena said it
was uncalled for and a serious
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threat to national security as
the top intelligence personnel
are identified through the
media. He said he would not
allow any serving defense official to testify before the PSC.
He wrote to Speaker Karu
Jayasuriya urging a halt to the
PSC. Jayasuriya, however,
replied that the PSC was a parliamentary issue and it would
proceed. Sirisena has insisted
that as minister of defence and
law and order he was unaware
of precise intelligence warnings

from India about the attack on
April 21.
He suspended police chief
Pujith Jayasundara and dismissed his top defence official
Hemasiri Fernando after it was
found that there were intelligence failures before the
attacks. Sirisena said that none
of the serving officers would be
authorised by him to testify in
future.
Jayasuriya stressed that all
officials are bound by parliamentary privileges and they

would be compelled to respond
to summons by the PSC.
Nine suicide bombers,
including a woman, carried out
a series of devastating blasts
that tore through three churches and three high-end hotels
frequented by tourists in the
country’s deadliest violence
since the devastating civil war
with the Liberation Tigers of
Tamil Eelam ended in 2009.
The Islamic State claimed
the attacks, but the government
blamed local Islamist extremist group National Thawheed
Jamaath (NTJ) for the bombings. A three-member com-

mittee appointed to probe the
attacks that killed 258 people,
including 11 Indians, submitted its final report to President
Sirisena on Monday. The
details of the report were
immediately not available.
Sirisena’s opposition to the
PSC has triggered another
clash between the executive
and the legislature.
The President and his
coalition partner, prime minister Ranil Wickremesinghe
are at loggerheads and in
October last year the
President sacked the premier
unconstitutionally.
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S President Donald Trump
said China will be left
with no other option but to
enter into a trade deal with the
United States because his
increased tariffs on Chinese
products is having an impact
on its economy.
“The China deal is going to
work out. You know why,
because of tariffs, because right
now China is getting absolutely decimated by companies
that are leaving China going to
other countries, including our
own, because they don’t want
to pay the tariffs,” Trump told
CBS news in an interview.
In recent months, Trump
has imposed additional tariffs on
Chinese products worth USD
200 billion and he has ordered
for another round of tariffs on
rest of the Chinese imports
amounting to USD 300 billion.
“And China will, in my
opinion, based on a lot of facts
and a lot of knowledge, China
is going to make a deal because

U

they’re going to have to make
a deal,” he said.
“China will subsidise their
product because they want to
keep people working. So China
is going to pay a lot. We have
put 25 per cent on USD 250 billion of Chinese goods coming
into our country, including
USD 50 billion of high-technology equipment and things,”
he said.
“You haven’t seen any or
virtually any price increase
because what China does basically their companies — they
subsidize their companies
because they want to keep
people working. They want to
stay competitive. We have
another USD 300 billion to go
with China,” he said.
“I haven’t done that
because it’s a very big thing for
them, not for us. For us it’s not
going to matter because we’ll be
able to buy the product in other
countries that don’t have the
tariffs. So it’s not going to have
an effect,” said the US
President. Later in the day,
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ltaf Hussain, the exiled
leader of Muttahida Qaumi
A
Movement (MQM), one of
Pakistan’s biggest political parties, was arrested on Tuesday by
Scotland Yard in London over
his anti-state speeches, especially the one in 2016 in which
he said Pakistan was the “epicentre of terrorism” and “a
cancer for entire world”.
The Metropolitan Police
would only confirm that a
man in his 60s had been held
in an investigation into speeches related to his MQM party.
The MQM has dominated politics in Karachi for three
decades because of its support
in the densely populated working class neighbourhoods of
Urdu-speaking Muhajirs,
descendants of Muslims who
migrated from India when
Pakistan was created in 1947.
Hussain, 65, requested asylum in the 1990s and later
gained UK citizenship. But he
maintains a firm grip over the
MQM and its main power

base, the financial capital of
Karachi. Following his arrest,
Karachi city police chief Amir
Ahmed Shaikh issued
directions for stepped up
patrolling and vigilance with
anti-riot squads and equipment in Karachi.
Hussain was arrested
Tuesday morning and taken to
a south London police station.
Fifteen officers took part in a
dawn raid at his north London
home, Geo News reported.
Altaf Hussain has been
arrested in relation to the hate
speech of 2016 in which he
had urged his followers to
take the law into their own
hands, it said.
Hussain had delivered a
fiery speech on August 22,
2016, after which party workers vandalised a media office in
Karachi and chanted antiPakistan slogans.
The MQM supremo had
not only raised slogans against
Pakistan but also called the
country “a cancer for entire
world”. “Pakistan is cancer for
entire world,” he had said.

Trump told reporters that he
will meet Chinese President Xi
Jinping in Japan later this
month on the sidelines of the
G-20 Summit. Some reports
say that Xi might skip the G-20
summit. “I think President Xi
of China — great relationship
with him — I think he’ll be
there. We are scheduled to
talk and to meet. I think interesting things will happen. Let’s
see what happens,” he said in
response to a question.
“Right now, we’re getting
25 percent on USD250 billion
worth of goods. That’s a lot of
money that’s pouring into our
Treasury. We’ve never gotten 10
cents from China. Now we’re
getting a lot of money from
China. I think that’s one of the
reasons that GDP was so high
in the first quarter, because of
the tariffs that we’ve taken in
from China,” he said.
“We always have the option
to raise it another USD300 billion at 25 percent. And the 25
percent could be much higher
than 25 per cent,” he asserted.
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Beijing: Doctors in China have
successfully directed surgeons
200 km away to perform a gall
bladder surgery using 5G network in a remote area,
official media here reported
on Tuesday.
The laparoscopic cholecystectomy was conducted last
week in north China’s Hubei
Province which lasted about an
hour, China Mobile which is
one of the four telecom firms
to have received the license to
rollout 5G on June 6, said.
The surgery, where a 5G
Internet connection enabled the
entire process, was conducted in
the Shennongjia forestry district
branch of Taihe Hospital and
was transmitted via live feed to
an expert team in Taihe Hospital
in the city of Shiyan.
Thanks to the 5G technology, there was almost no network delay, and the patient’s
vital signs remained stable after
the surgery, according to the
surgical team, state-run Xinhua
news agency reported. PTI
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im Jong-nam, the murdered half-brother of
K
North Korea’s Kim Jong Un,
was an informant for the CIA
whose operatives met him on
several occasions, according
to a media report.
Kim was assassinated at
Kuala Lumpur International
Airport in 2017 when two
women smeared his face with
what appeared to be a nerve
gas. After reporting the incident to airport officials, he was
rushed to the hospital but died
in the ambulance.
South Korean and US offi-
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Seoul: North Korea on Tuesday
called on the US to “roll back its
hostile policy”, a day before the
first anniversary of a historic
summit between its leader and
president Donald Trump.
The first-ever meeting
between a North Korean leader
and a sitting US president took
place on June 12 last year in
Singapore, where Kim Jong Un
and Trump signed a vaguelyworded deal to achieve “complete
denuclearisation”. But a second
meeting in Vietnam in February
ended abruptly as the two failed
to agree on what the North
would be willing to give up in
exchange for sanctions relief.
The joint statement from
the Singapore meeting “of great
historic significance is now on
the verge of turning into a dead
document as the US shuns its
implementation”, said the
North’s official Korean Central
News Agency (KCNA).
It added the “arrogant and
unilateral policy” of the US
would never work with North
Korea. “There is a limit to the
DPRK’s patience,” it said, using
the acronym for the North’s
official name, adding: “Now is
the time for the US to roll back
its hostile policy.” At the Hanoi
meeting, Washington sought a
more immediate comprehensive denuclearisation deal while
Pyongyang wanted a step-bystep process, and demanded the
lifting of key economic sanctions
in return for shutting down its
Yongbyon nuclear complex,
which the US refused.
AFP

cials have said North Korean
authorities ordered the assassination of Kim, who had been
critical of his family’s dynastic
rule. Pyongyang has denied the
allegation. Details of the exact
relationship between Kim and
the CIA remain unclear.
The CIA operatives had
met with Kim, 45, on several
occasions, according to a Wall
Street Journal report. He travelled to Malaysia in February
2017 to meet with his CIA contact, though it remains uncertain as to whether or not that
was the sole purpose of the trip.
Kim lived primarily outside
North Korea, usually residing

just outside of China in Macau.
Reports said he was providing
Intelligence to several other
countries. China was named
specifically as a beneficiary of
information.
The newspaper cited an
unnamed “person knowledgeable about the matter” for the
report. “There was a nexus”
between the CIA and Kim, the
report said. Two women were
charged with poisoning Kim by
smearing his face with liquid
VX, a banned chemical
weapon. Malaysia released
Indonesian Siti Aisyah in
March and Doan Thi Huong,
who is Vietnamese, in May.
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akistan Prime Minister
Imran Khan’s Government
P
on Tuesday earmarked Rs 100
crore in the federal budget
2019-20 for the development
of the much-awaited Kartarpur
corridor.
The corridor will connect
Darbar Sahib in Pakistan’s
Kartarpur with Dera Baba
Nanak shrine in India’s
Gurdaspur district and facilitate visa-free movement of
Indian Sikh pilgrims, who will
have to just obtain a permit to
visit Kartarpur Sahib, which
was established in 1522 by
Guru Nanak Dev.
Minster of state for revenue
Hammad Azhar presented in
Parliament the austerity driven
budget for fiscal year 2019-20,
which starts from July 1. The
Government has earmarked
Rs 100 crore in the federal budget for the development of the
Kartarpur corridor.
The funds will be used for
land acquisition and development of infrastructure of
Kartarpur under Public Sector
Development Programme
(PSDP) for the next
financial year 2019-20,
Geo TV reported.
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ust back with a handsome century
off 109 balls, going on to 117 in his
game against Australia, Dhawan
reported a fracture in his left
thumb, which all but rules him out of
the remaining part of the World Cup.
That will be a huge blow to Team
India which had not even started celebrating the fiery opener's comeback to
form when this grave news came in after
continued icepacks would not reduce
the swelling and the pain in the batter's
injured thumb.
Dhawan eventually got the scan
done in Nottingham in the evening
where the team travelled to on Monday
for its next game against New Zealand.
The scan confirmed the fracture, veritably putting him out of the World Cup.
At The Oval, where he sustained the
injury to a riser from Coulter-Nile,
Dhawan sat out when India was fielding, with Ravindra Jadeja substituting for
him for the full 50 overs.
For a fractured thumb Dhawan,
who sought mid-field medical help early
in his innings, continued to play his long
and happening innings, in obvious
pain despite the heavily taped thumb.
With Dhawan out, the team management and skipper Virat Kohli now
have a task at hand to stitch up a good
opening pair in the absence of the seasoned opener. Rishabh Pant, Shreyas
Iyer and Ambati Rayadu are the standby replacement but news is that the team
management might push for Mumbai
batsman and India A captain Iyer as he
is a specialist No 4 batsman and is currently in England.
KL Rahul is most likely to be promoted up the order to open with Rohit
Sharma and Iyer or Pant will come in
as the No 4. Ambati Rayadu who was
included as part of the stand-by team
would have been an ideal replacement
but for his strangely dried up form just
before the World Cup 2019 team was to
be announced. This, despite the fact that
he had been virtually locked in by Kohli
as the ideal No 4.
It was in 2002 that Rayadu was
noticed in England when he scored 175
in an Under-19 game. In 2004, he was
captain of the Under-19 team. In 2015,
he made it to the World Cup team but
didn't get to play a single game. In 2018,
he got picked from Asia Cup onwards,
played every game but just before the
team announcement, the runs started
drying up. As many as 44 of his 55 ODI
internationals were played in the lead up
to the World Cup and yet he was out in
the cold. At 35, that looks a done and
dusted case.
Left-hander Pant, on the other
hand, has been in and out of the team
as a specialist wicket-keeper and batter
with Dhoni firmly in place as Kohli's tactician from behind the stumps. But Pant
is often talked about as a fiery player
who has potential to push up the
Indian scores to 330 or 340. He uses the
pace to his advantage, especially in
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English conditions, and is dangerous
against spin too. And he has handsome
Test figures to quote where England is
concerned.

Iyer is an exciting player with 11
hundreds and 17 fifties in first class
cricket. He has the potential to control
situations and take away matches from

0?

his opponents. He has won you matches at India A level. A young and potentially exciting opener, he is waiting to be
test in ultimate circumstances.
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t is almost as if Moses is coming, so
heavy have the rains been in
INottingham.
A weepy city greeted
Team India, cricket officials and travelling media on Tuesday morning and
the bad news is that the intense cloud
cover, winds and cold conditions will
continue to dog activities till Friday
morning, a day after the India New
Zealand match is scheduled on
Thursday.
Monday to Wednesday is predicted to be washed out completely with
cold winds and heavy rain, even
though Thursday is being touted as a
50-50 chance between rain and dry
spells from 12 noon onwards.
Chief Meteorologist Steve
Ramsdale said: “The development of
weather conditions leading to thunderstorms and intense rainfall can happen
extremely quickly, creating a challenge
for forecasters. We have been able to
indicate the likelihood of further spells
of heavy rainfall for the rest of the week,
but the exact details will remain uncertain until nearer the events. We will
update warnings accordingly, but we
urge people to continue to check the
forecast and the app for updates during this period.”
He added: “The lighter rain on
Thursday is expected to finally come
to an end at about lunch time. The
maximum temperatures will be
around 13° Celsius and minimum

FPcTa[^VVTSCaT]c1aXSVT^dcUXT[S

overnight around 10° C or 11° C.”
This would mean two hours of
the match time, if not more, being
washed away and a rain-cut shorter
schedule most likely to be announced
if, that is, the outfield at Trent Bridge
is in any shape to take a match on
Thursday.
Most of southern and eastern
England is under a yellow strap warning which suggests heavy rain, wind
and flooding. The yellow belt over

=^ccX]VWP\bWXaT222CfXccTa
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Nottingham ends around 12 noon on
the met office website.
However, England's chief met officer said that with highly inclement,
unexpected and unpredictable weather, the forecast could change with much
larger impacts.
If the match gets abandoned, India
and New Zealand will share a point
each before the Men in Blue travel to
Manchester for their clash against
Pakistan. The last time the two neigh-

bours met in an ICC tournament was
in the Champions Trophy Final in
England which India lost to their
neighbour.
New Zealand for now are on the
top of the World Cup contenders' table
with 3 out of 3 matches in their kitty
and a robust 6 points already in the bag.
The one point from a possible washedout match against India would bring
their tally to seven as opposed to India's
five with two matches won.
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ith India's top-order
batsmen deciding
to trade flamboyance with patience during
initial overs, New Zealand
will be forced to go for even
half chances during
Thursday's World cup
encounter, feels fast bowler
Lockie Ferguson.
In both matches, Indian
opener Rohit Sharma, a natural strokeplayer, has shown
his ability to bide time in
seaming conditions and it has
paid dividends as he hit a
century against South Africa
and a half-ton against
Australia.
In fact, during India's 41 ODI series win in New
Zealand, the trend of playing
out the first Powerplay started, observed Ferguson.
"They (Indian top-order)
showed that they were a lot
more patient in their
approach and even though
you are looking to take wickets, you can be a bit more
expensive," said Ferguson
after New Zealand's indoor
net session at the Trent
Bridge ground.
"I think taking wickets
upfront is key to beating
India as they have world
class players and you just
can't blow them away."
For Ferguson, even halfchances against the Indian
top-order needs to be taken
in order to apply pressure.
"You have to create pressure and create half chances
and take them and build on
from there. They are playing
some top cricket and one of
the best teams in the competition."
But with in-form Shikhar
Dhawan ruled out due to a
thumb fracture, Ferguson
despite being sad for the
opener, termed it as an
advantage for his team.
"He is one of the top batsman in the world and hopefully he is not out for too
long. It's not good if players
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miss out games due to
injuries. It's one of those
things in professional sport
where players get injured
and other guys get opportunity," he said.
"I was looking forward
towards playing against
Shikhar as I have a good
record against lefties.
Unfortunately, I think now I
have to wait for a couple of
months now."
West Indies' tactic to
bowl more bouncers worked
wonderfully against Pakistan
at this very ground and
Ferguson, who himself is a

tearaway quick, is expecting
to dish out some short stuff
to the Indians.
"West Indies have shown
that there's some extra
bounce available at Trent
Bridge and that can cause
trouble. I am looking forward
to the challenge as I like Trent
Bridge as a ground," said
Ferguson, who has taken 8
wickets in the three previous
games, including four against
Afghanistan and three
against Sri Lanka.
"It's been a very good
start for the whole bowling
group as we have taken 30
wickets from the three
games. Definitely my job (as
a change bowler) becomes
easier when opening boys
take wickets upfront.
"I am pleased to have
contributed in each game.
There's a bit of bounce and
the wickets have been nice,"
said Ferguson, who is expecting a full game against India
despite rain.
New Zealand had recorded a convincing win against
India in the warm-up game
but just like his skipper Kane
Williamson, Ferguson also
didn't want to pay too much
attention to that game.
Asked if they would take
confidence from the warmup game, Ferguson said:
"Well, that's an interesting
one but it (warm-up win)
doesn't tell the full story."
The positive that they
can take out of that game
possibly is how Trent Boult's
swing and seam movement
troubled the Indian toporder.
"The way Trent boult
bowled upfront in that game
(at the Oval) was exceptional and he got us off to a great
start with early wickets.
Obviously, we can take some
confidence from that game
but this is a different ground.
Both teams start afresh on
Thursday,"
concluded
Ferguson, who would celebrate his 28th birthday on the
day of the match.

7^_TbS^f]cWTSaPX]

Africa's washed-out
World Cup game against the
SWestouth
Indies has put them in
danger of being ousted from
semifinal contention but captain
Faf du Plessis is pleased that they
did not have to play in a rainshortened game which would
have favoured the Caribbeans.
A struggling South Africa
got their first point of the World
Cup after their game against the
West Indies was abandoned due
to persistent rain here at
Hampshire Bowl on Monday.
“The further the game goes,
the closer to a T20 game, being
two down already, the odds are
heavily in their favour. So, as it
got a bit later in the day, then
you would rather get the point
and go,” du Plessis said after the
match was abandoned.
South Africa were 29 for
two in the eighth over when rain
stopped play and intermittent

showers meant no play was
possible for the rest of the
game, giving them their first
point after three back-to-back
losses against England,
Bangladesh and India.
“We need to start playing
better cricket, more consistent
and more solid cricket. If we do
that, and the results start happening one by one, then this
team will get a lot of confidence
from that for the later stages."
South Africa have to start
winning matches to maintain
any hopes of making the semifinals. But du Plessis is happy
that his team is free of any
cracks which can develop when
on a losing streak.
“Generally, I find that when
a team starts losing two or
three games, it can happen that
there are a few cracks that can
appear in a team and the blame
game can start. And I do honestly believe that we have been
very far away from that,” the
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African captain Faf du
Plessis has broken his silence on
Stheouth
controversy surrounding AB de
Villiers' wanting to come out of
retirement for the World Cup, saying he had told the swashbuckler
that it was too late to consider the
offer.
Just after South Africa lost to
India by six wickets on June 6, news
came out that de Villiers had wanted to come out of retirement for the
World Cup but his last-ditch offer
was rejected by South Africa’s team
management on the eve of the
squad announcement.
Du Plessis, who has not spoken
on the issue earlier, chose to open
up on Monday after his side's match
C M Y K

against the West Indies was washed
out. He said de Villiers made the
request to him on a phone-call when
both of them were in India playing
in the recent IPL.
Du Plessis was playing for
Chennai Super Kings and de Villiers
for Royal Challengers Bangalore.
"He (de Villiers) didn't come to
me. It was just a conversation, a
phone call the night before the team
got announced. It was just a 'This is
what I'm feeling'. I said to him 'I
think it is too late but I will check
in with the coach and the selectors
the next morning to get their opinion on it as the squad was already
announced or picked'," du Plessis
said.
"But that day there was the
announcement. When I spoke to the
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skipper said.
“The feeling in the camp is
still very strong. The guys are
still enjoying. It is just performance-wise, we haven’t put in
the performances we need. That
is a strong sign of us as a team,
as a culture, and that is one
aspect of performance. Now it
is just the performance and the
skill side of cricket that needs to
take over.”
He hoped the individuals
within the team will stand up
and pull the side up.
“You need one guy getting a
great hundred,” du Plessis said.
“KG (Kagiso Rabada) did
that against India as a small part
of a role in a game. He picked
the bowling unit up by just
being the X-factor player that he
is, so right now, we need individuals to stand up and step up
to lift the team's morale. If you
get that going, then other players can feed off their confi9? 3d\X]hP]S1TdaP]7T]SaXRZbfP[Zb^dc^UcWTVa^d]SPUcTaaPX]X]cTaad_cX^]
dence.”
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est Indies head coach Floyd Reifer
insists his batsmen are up for the
W
challenge of taming England's electric pace
bowler Jofra Archer in their World Cup
clash on Friday.
Archer was born in Barbados to a
British father and played for West Indies
Under-19s before declaring his allegiance
to England earlier this year.
The 24-year-old qualified for England
in March and the match against the West
Indies in Southampton will be just his seventh one-day international appearance.
In that short time, Archer has already
established himself as one of the sport's
most explosive bowlers, with three-wicket hauls against both South Africa and
Bangladesh in the World Cup underlining
his quality.
Finding a way to subdue Archer will
be one of the West Indies' main tasks as
they look to beat hosts England.
And Reifer, speaking after Monday's
match against South Africa was abandoned
due to rain, is confident they have a gameplan to combat his threat.
"I'm sure Jofra will be chomping at the
bit to come at us and we will be ready for
him," Reifer told reporters.
"To be honest, we knew Jofra for a long
time. He is from Barbados, where we are
from. We knew him from the U15, U17,
U19 so he is not new to us.
"Yes, he's bowling quickly, but there's
nothing that we are not accustomed to. We
are looking forward to the challenge. So we
will see how it goes on Friday."
Asked if he was disappointed that
Archer didn't chose to play for the West
Indies, Reifer said pointedly: "He made his
choice.
"I actually played club cricket against
him as a young guy. So Jofra is a tremendous talent, we all know that. Like I said,
we are looking forward to the game on
Friday.
"He obviously had the pace. He had a
few injuries as a young guy. But I'm guessing though he's fully over those injuries and
he is bowling very well for England."

CWTUda^aTbdaa^d]SX]V
STEX[[XTab_a^_^bTS
aTcda]Ua^\
X]cTa]PcX^]P[
aTcXaT\T]cWPb]^c
QTT]PUPRc^aX]cWT
cTP\bSXbY^X]cTS
SXb_[PhX]cWTF2
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9^UaP0aRWTaCfXccTa

coach and the selectors the next day,
they all agreed that it was way, way
too late to change the team on
99.99," he said at the post-match
press conference.
ESPNcricinfo had claimed that
de Villiers approached du Plessis,
head coach Ottis Gibson and convenor of selectors Linda Zondi,
expressing his desire to come out of
international retirement, but the
offer was not entertained by the trio.
De Villiers had called it quits
05?

from international cricket in May
2018, claiming that he was "tired"
and "running out of gas".
Du Plessis insisted that the
furore surrounding de Villiers' proposed return from international
retirement has not been a factor in
the team's disjointed display in the
World Cup so far and instead he
believes it could be the sort of issue
that draws the squad closer together.
"I think a little bit of both. I
think to say no, it didn't, or to say
yes, it did, unites us as a team. We
do feel like the news came in and
went through the team. It didn't
have a huge impact. There was just
a discussion on clarity and on making sure everyone knows what's
going on and then it was moving on.
"The team was happy to get on
with business. But it is stuff like that,
generally, that can give you direction
in your team and give you purpose
to focus on what lies ahead," he said.
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Manav Rachna University
(MRU)invites applications
for admissions to its Applied
Sciences programmes.
Eligibility: For BSc programmes (Math and Physics):
Candidates having passed
Class XII examination from
any recognised board with 50
per cent or more marks in
aggregate of three science
subjects Physics, Chemistry,
Math and English.
For BSc programmes
(Chemistry): Candidates having passed Class XII examination from any recognised
board with 50 per cent or
more marks in aggregate of
two Science subjects Physics,
Chemistry and English.
For MSc programmes:
Candidates having passed
with 50 per cent or more
marks in relevant subject.
How to apply: Log on to
www.manavrachna.edu.in.
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QHow important it is to have an indepth knowledge of cybersecurity?
For an individual, it’s good to
know the basic do’s and don’ts when
it comes to cybersecurity. If you see
an individual’s daily routine there are
n number of instances where a person is using a smartphone and or a
laptop to engage in an activity where
the money is involved. From buying
things to transferring money every
thing has now become online. This
further increases the need to have an
in-depth knowledge of cybersecurity
to avoid becoming a victim of cyber
crimes.
QWhat is the scope?
For every student or a person who
is looking for a career in cybersecurity, if we go with stats and recent surveys according to Cyber Security
Ventures — Cybercrime will more
than triple the number of job openings to 3.5 million unfilled cybersecurity positions by 2021, and the
cybersecurity unemployment rate will
remain at zero per cent.
Cybercrime is the greatest threat
to every company in the world, and
one of the biggest problems with
mankind. The impact on society is
reflected in the numbers. Hence there
is no brainer its a huge market and its

already paradise for information security community in the world when it
comes to career opportunities. In
India especially The National
Association of Software and Services
Companies (NASSCOM) estimated
that India alone will need a million
cybersecurity professionals by 2020 to
meet the demands of its rapidly growing economy. It’s been seven years in
Lucideus we are producing cybersecurity workforce for the community
by training students and corporate
professionals who are looking to have
a career in cyber security.
QWhat is the right course?
Students often get confused with
whether to go for online cybersecurity course or physical training. My
way of answering this question is
think cybersecurity programme like
doing an operation. You can’t learn to
do a heart surgery while watching a
video on YouTube. But for sure once
you have seen and done a few surgeries with your mentors being doctors
then watching videos of surgery will
help you tweak your technique and
enhance it. The same goes for cybersecurity.
This is a sensitive field so you have
to take training from industry people
instead of enroling yourself in online
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courses as a beginner.
QWhat are the important Internet
security tips to stay safe?
Few of them are: Always use
HTTPS based websites while doing
any payment. Never download any
pirated software — there is a high
probability that that executable will
have malware hidden in it which can

damage your computer files and give
remote access of your computer to a
hack anywhere in the world.
Avoid saving credit card details on
websites which are not popular. There
is a high probability that once you save
your card details the hackers will save
the same in their database and later
use it for any payment or other financial fraud.
Avoid Torrent sites and online
free movie sites. These sites are
nowadays not only distributing the
malware but also helping criminals to
generate money from your hardware usage which is known as crypto jacking. Having anti-virus is a must
even if it’s a free one. It is better than
nothing. It’s your first line of defense
when it comes to securing your system from cybercriminals.
QWhat are the points should keep
in mind while surfing the net?
First, do not run behind followers on social networking sites. While
making your profile public you are
inviting anyone to see your personal
life which can lead to some dangerous cyber attacks like identity theft
and others.
Use social media socially; differentiate between what to put and what
not. Always enable two-step verifica-
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ndian Institute of Technology
Hyderabad Researchers have
Ifound
that people living in a city
with active coal-fired power plants
and consuming local aquatic produce may have higher body levels
of mercury. They arrived at this
finding after analysing the amounts
of mercury in the hair of over 600
people in three cities in India.
Their study has recently been
reported in the Journal of Exposure
Science and Environmental
Epidemiology, a peer-reviewed a
public health journal.
Mercury is a neurotoxin that is
distributed in the environment and
present in many products encountered in daily life. It is used in industry and consumer products, exists
as a natural impurity in ores, is nondegradable, and widely circulates
within and between ecosystems.
The Research Team was headed by Dr Asif Qureshi, Associate
Professor, Department of Civil
Engineering, IIT Hyderabad. The
IIT Hyderabad Research team chose
three cities for their analysis —
Hyderabad, a city in the interior of
the country with no specific local
mercury source, Vasco da Gama,
with again, no specific mercury
source but probably more fisheaters, and Nellore, a coastal city in
Andhra Pradesh with several coalfired power plants.

After collating information on
demography, body mass index,
dietary patterns, professions and
other variables of more than 600
people in these cities, the research
team proceeded to analyse the
amount of mercury in their bodies.
Speaking about this Study, Dr
Qureshi said: “In modern times, the
non-occupational exposure of
humans to mercury comes from
food, especially fish, and rice grown
in contaminated fields. Coal-fired
power plants are estimated to be the
largest emitters of mercury to the
atmosphere.
The total mercury emissions in
India are estimated to become
around 540 tons in 2020. In addition to neurotoxicity, mercury has
also been implicated in adverse
effects on lungs and kidneys, and
heart diseases. So, how much of
mercury are Indians exposed
to?This is a question we attempt to
answer.”
“Hair is an excellent indicator
of mercury in the body”, adds Dr
Qureshi. Hair concentrates mercury and its sampling is non-invasive, making it easy to measure.
Accordingly, strands of hair were
cut from the occipital (back) region
of the heads of participants and
analysed using a direct mercury
analyser equipment. Statistical
analysis was carried out to correlate
the amount of mercury found in the
hair, with corresponding variables.

tion on all your accounts like
Instagram, Gmail, Facebook, Twitter
Snapchat and others. Do not use common or simple passwords.
QWhat advice would you like to
give?
Work on your technology basics.
Before starting cybersecurity course,
one should have an in-depth knowledge of technology. Focus on at least
one programming language — preferrably Python as it is the most loved
language in our world because of various reasons.
Last but not the least, one must
have a good command on Linux (Kali
Linux) and should be well-versed
with all in and outs about the platform. Later on, the students get enrol
themselves in a certifacte cousre to
acquire more knowledge.
QWhat response did you get from
the students of Ansal University
after the counseling session?
It was a great experience and all
the students present during the session had a spark in them. They had
the zeal to know more. The kind of
high-level questions they came up
with, came as a surprise to me. They
are the upcoming cybercrime warriors
for
our
industry.
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Manav Rachna University
(MRU)invites applications
for admissions to its
Aeronautical programmes.
Duration: Four years
(Three years for lateral entry
programme)
Eligibility: Pass in Class
XII examination with at least
50 per cent marks in aggregate in five subjects and eligibility shall be determined
on the basis of percentage of
aggregate marks in: English,
Physics Mathematics; One
subject out of Chemistry,
Computer Science, Biology
or Biotechnology; One subject with the highest score
out of the remaining subjects.
For
BTe ch
—
Aeronautical Engineering
(lateral entry) —50 per cent
marks in diploma in engineering in any branch/discipline of three year duration,
f rom St ate B o ard of
Te ch n i c a l
e du c at i on ,
Haryana or equivalent examination or BSc degree from a
recognised university as
defined by UGC, with at
least 50 per cent marks and
p a s s e d C l a s s X I I w it h
Mathematics as a subject.
How to apply: Log on to
www.manavrachna.edu.in.
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IITJEE has initiated an extraordinary platform called Xtra
F
Ray Edge Test (XRET) for Class XII
pass students.
The test will take place on June 23,
2019 across India for students
who were not able to realise their
dream in JEE 2019 and wish to succeed in JEE 2020.
Many students are unable to
adopt the right approach and
proper examination temperament
as they lack the right feedback on
their preparation.
For bridging this gap, as a true
mentor, will hand hold such students towards success in JEE 2020
by providing them with the right
time management techniques,
proper examination temperament
& in-depth concept clarity.
“Xtra Ray Edge Test has been
designed with the intention to help
students understand their current
potential and fulfill their ultimate
dream of joining the prestigious
IIT,” says RL Trikha Director, FIITJEE.
The last date to register for
Xtra Ray Edge test is June 22 2019.
Students can register for the
test through both online and
offline modes.
For further details, interested
students can either visit their nearest FIITJEE centre or log on to
www.xret.fiitjee.com.
For online registration, visit
www.fiitjeeonline.in.

or developing mathematical skills of applicants, the Department
of Mathematics is offering
the Edwin Power Scholarship
opportunity at University
College London. This award
is activated for aspirants from
all nationality who want to
enhance their mathematical
skills pursuing master’s study
or MPhil/PhD research level
program in the UK.
The funded education will
offer £400 for up to three years
which can be subject to annual renewal based on satisfactory progress.
Eligibility: They can
apply for master’s study or
MPhil/PhD research degree
courses in the field of Applied
Mathematics at the university. Must not hold any other
fund from UCL. Academic
transcripts, copy of the passport, a research proposal for a
PhD degree program, language ability proof, and curriculum vitae must be

F

attached.
How to apply: If applicants want to be a part of this
fund, then they must have to
take admission in a for master’s study or MPhil/PhD
research course at the university. After taking admission,
they have to send a written
notice of their intention to
apply for the opportunity to:
Head of the Department of
Mathematics at UCL, Ms
Helen Higgins, Dept of
Mathematics, University
College London, Gower Street,
London WC1E 6BT
Application deadline:
August 15, 2019
The Royal British Legion
Centre for Blast Injury Studies
(CBIS) at Imperial College
London is offering two 3.5years, fully-funded Ph.D. studentships for the academic
year 2018-2019.
This studentship is available to students from all
around the world who pursue
the program. Studentships are
awarded
within
the
Department
of
Bioengineering.
Studentships cover three
years of Home-EU tuition
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TKWs Institute of Banking
& Finance invites applications
for admissions to its Advanced
diploma in Banking & Finance
programme.
This programme aims at
providing students, a strong
academic foundation in
accounting together with
advanced qualifications and
industry relevant skills to kick
start their career in banking
and finance industry.
Duration: Three years
Eligibility: Minimum
qualification is Class XII in
commerce stream with minimum 55 per cent marks from
a recognised board.
How to apply: Log on to
www.manavrachna.edu.in.
Last date to apply: June 29,
2019.
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The Hotel School invites
applications for admission in
Commis Chef/ Front Office
Associate/Food & Beverage
courses.
This course offers an
opportunity to aim a challenging career in the hotel
industry. In this course students get to study the food
ingredients, raw material
method of cooking, and various cuisines.
Students will learn how
every aspect of a food service
operation contributes to the
guest experience and will
explore unique features of a
variety of food and beverage
operations.
Eligibility: Candidates
who have appeared/passed
Class XII examination of any
recognised board.
How to Apply: Log on to
www.thehotelschool.com.
Last date to apply: June 29,
2019.

fees and provide a 3.5-year,
tax-free stipend at the standard Research Council United
Kingdom rate (£16,777 per
annum for 2018-19). In addition, a generous allowance is
provided for research consumables and conference attendance.
Eligibility: Home and EU
candidates who meet the
College’s PhD programme
entry requirements are eligible to apply. Entry onto the
Ph.D. program requires an
undergraduate degree at 2:1
level or higher and, normally,
a master’s degree with merit or
higher (or non-UK equivalents) in engineering, or any of
the physical sciences or mathematics. Available to students
from all around the world.
Language requirements:
Applicants must meet the universities’ English Language
Requirements.
How to apply: To apply to
any of the CBIS PhD programmes visit the College’s
admissions web pages to view
the instructions. Within the
Postgraduate Programme
Search section of the online
application site, search for the
CBIS application form using
the code BHZC. You should
then
complete
the
Bioengineering Research
(CBIS) – BHZC – Academic
Year 2018/2019 form.
Application deadline:
The last day to apply is June
29, 2019.
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blockbuster Kuch Kuch Hota Hai being her
favourite.
Bhumi says, “I loved and enjoyed Kuch
Kuch Hota Hai. The film released when I was
in school. I was 10 and it had such a big
impact on me growing up because it honestly defined pop culture at that time. So, I
went through that entire phase where I
would dress up like Kajol with head
bands, sweat bands and some days I
would dress up as Rani (Mukherjee)
ma’am too, like in short skirts and try
to act like her.”
Much before she joined the
industry, Bhumi was a film
buff. She says, “I had that
neckpiece that said ‘cool.’ I
remember dancing to Koi
Mil Gaya at every birthday party or family gettogethers. I was borderline obsessed with the
movie and made our
building kids to be
divided into team
Tina and team Anjali
at get-togethers. That
was the level of impact
the movie had. After watching the film, I also went for a
summer camp which was
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At this stage, the importance
of water is for the human body
should be taught to the children.
The amount of water that the
children need varies between
one and 1.5 litres.
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ow much water should we
drink in summers? Or
rather what is the desired
requirement in a day?
During the hot months our
body tries to cool down by the
natural process of sweating,
which in turn dehydrates us.
Our body requires more water to
replenish what is lost during
sweating. With temperatures
soaring to 48 degrees, it becomes
all the more important to to
replace it by by drinking fluids
throughout the day. It is also
important for the proper functioning of the body and its organs.
There are several factors that
come into play when we try to
determine how much water each
person needs. This depends on
the environment, the level of
activity, overall health as well as
factors like if a woman is pregnant or breastfeeding.
It is but obvious that when
the the weather is hot and humid,
you will sweat more. This will
mean that you need to consume

H

an increased quantity of water.
For someone who spends a
lot of time outdoors engaged in
extreme level of physical activity
which makes him/her sweat will
require additional water to replace
the fluids that are lost as opposed
to a person who spends more
time indoors and is desk-bound.
The health of a person also
determines the amount of fluid
requirement. This implies that a
person suffering from any kind of
illness can result in dehydration.
A pregnant or breastfeeding
woman also needs to take extra
fluids to keep the body wellhydrated.
Drinking more water can
also help in losing weight. Some
of the ways in which more water
could be consumed are to drink
before you eat, to replace caloriefilled drinks with water and to
drink it ice cold.
Water is essential for the
removal of toxins from the kidney and the body. It eliminates
waste through urine and sweat.
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fter wrapping up her first movie as a
producer and actor, Deepika Padukone
A
flew to London and she has confirmed that
she will be playing the role of Kapil Dev’s
wife Romi Bhatia in the Kabir Khan
helmed ‘83 which also stars her husband
and actor Ranveer Singh as Kapil Dev. This
will be the first time the star couple will
share screen space after their marriage.
The film, will recreate the historic
events which led the Indian cricket team
to win the 1983 World Cup against West
Indies. The film is touted to be one of the
biggest sports movies of all times and fans
are anticipating its release ever since the first
announced. The cast finished shooting in
Dharamshala and is now in London,
shooting for the movie under the mentorship and guidance of none other than Kapil
Dev.
Before the whole team flew out to
London, we saw them all chic and dressed
up wearing the Indian cricket team Insignia.
Ranveer Singh took to social media to share
a picture of the whole team and captioned
it, “Kapil’s Devil.” The movie also stars
Pankaj Tripathi along with Hardy Sandhu
amongst the other actors.Ranveer Singh
starrer, ‘83 is set to release on April 10 next
year and is going to be the first trilingual
release for both, Kabir Khan and Ranveer
Singh as it is being filmed in Hindi, Tamil,
and Telugu.
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humi Pednekar has bagged Karan Johar’s
next Takht, her biggest film till date. She
B
has been a fan of Karan’s movies, with the cult

reach all the time. Make sure to
keep the water bottles and sipper
close at hand even when you step
out with them.

very close to the one shown in it. I tried to
do everything that Karan showed in Kuch
Kuch Hota Hai as wanted to live it.”
But it is not just his debut film that Bhumi
loves. She is also a fan of the last
Karan directorial. “Another
film that has stayed with
me is Ae Dil Hai Mushkil.
I really liked it.
It speaks of a relationship where two
friends are confused
about their feelings. It
was such a beautiful,
mature love story that
really moved me. I
think Karan’s films
are larger than life
and aspirational
yet at the same
time, where the
emotions are concerned, they are
very real. You feel
Karan’s films and
the emotions
linger on. I’m
honoured and
privileged that I
have the opportunity to be directed
by him and I will
give it my all for
him,” she says.
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When they hit teenage, they
should ideally consume eight to
10 glasses of water per day. If they
like juices, you can mix water
with fresh juices.
(The writer is the director,
department of Internal Medicine,
Fortis Hospital, Noida.)
Sufficient quantity of the liquid
can make your skin glow. It not
only helps to regulate internal
body temperature, but it also
fights bad breath.
There are other reasons why
water is essential. Often people
do not focus on the fact that it
helps muscles perform at their
best. It can help boost your brain
functions, lighten up the mood,
help to prevent and treat
headaches and also helps prevent
constipation.
Some age-wise tips to make
your child drink more water are:

age to give your baby a few
spoonful of water daily when s/he
turns six months. When they are
drinking, let them hold their sipper or cups and enjoy their
drink.

B8G<>=C7B0=301>E4

Children in this age group
should ideally drink around one
litre of water every day. Make
sure water is available within easy

Breast-fed infants are usually not given water before the age
of six months. This is the ideal
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Children can certainly drink
plain water throughout the day to
meet their daily fluid needs.
They also intake water by consuming other healthy beverages
including milk and 100 per cent
fruit juice.
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ohammad Amir will hope
to enjoy another landmark
occasion at Taunton when
Pakistan face Australia there in a World
Cup match today.
The group fixture at southwest
county Somerset’s headquarters sees
Amir back at the ground where he made
his return to first-class cricket in
England three years ago.
Amir was the rising star of world
cricket when his career came to a stunning halt during a Lord’s Test in 2010
after both he and new-ball partner
Mohamed Asif were caught bowling noballs on the orders of then Pakistan captain Salman Butt as part of a newspaper sting operation.
The trio all received five-year bans
from cricket and jail terms. That same
2010 season had seen Amir produce a
superb display of swing bowling in taking three for 20 as Pakistan dismissed
Australia for just 88 on the first day of

M
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a ‘neutral’ Test at Headingley.
Those skills remained intact as
Amir marked his 2016 return to the
first-class game in England in 2016 with
a haul of three for 36 against Somerset
at Taunton.
All three wickets — including that
of former England opener Marcus
Trescothick — owed much to late
swing.
The intervening years have not
been easy for Amir, however, and he
almost missed what is his first World
Cup after taking just five wickets in 14
matches before a recent one-day international series in England.
Amir did not bowl in the washedout first match against England and
missed the last four games with chicken pox. England won the series 4-0.
But having been left out of
Pakistan's preliminary squad for the
World Cup, the 27-year-old made it into

the final 15.
His World Cup debut was a rare
Pakistan highlight after they
slumped to 105 all out against the
West Indies, with Amir taking
three for 26 in a seven-wicket loss
at Trent Bridge.
He was in the wickets again at
the Nottingham ground, but this
time in a winning cause, with two
for 67 as Pakistan surprisingly beat
tournament favourites England by
14 runs last week. But Pakistan’s
progress was checked by a total
washout against Sri Lanka at
Bristol.
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Pakistan have won just one of their last
14 matches against champions Australia,
the five-times World Cup winners. That
victory was inspired by Mohammad
Hafeez’s 72 at Melbourne in January 2017.
And it was Hafeez’s 84 that laid the
foundations for an impressive total of 348
for eight against England. “We have not
won many matches against Australia but
we had not won too many against England
either,” said Pakistan captain Sarfaraz
Ahmed.
“But we have finally beaten England
and that has given us a lot of positives. We
will go with the aggressive approach we
showed against England.”
The wicket-keeper expects to face an
Australia side stung by a 36-run loss to
India last weekend — their first defeat of
this World Cup following wins over
Afghanistan and the West Indies.
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eam-bowling all-rounder Marcus
Stoinis was yesterday ruled out of
SAustralia’s
clash against Pakistan after
suffering a side strain during his side’s
36-run defeat to India.
Australia have flown in all-rounder
Mitchell Marsh as his replacement.
The 29-year-old Stoinis will be
reassessed ahead of Australia’s match
against Sri Lanka on Saturday, before
an official call is taken to replace Stoinis
permanently in their 15-man squad
with Marsh.
“(We’re) not exactly sure on how
many games he'll miss. That’s why
Mitch is flying over. It’s still being
assessed,” captain Aaron Finch said.
“Over the next couple of days we’ll
have a clearer picture on what that
looks like,” he added.
According to the ICC regulations
for the World Cup, an injured player
can be replaced, but they cannot later
rejoin the squad if they regain full fitness.
Stoinis took 2/62 in his seven overs
as India racked up 352 for five. His
wicket included a superb caught-andbowled effort to remove MS Dhoni.
He also took the catch of Virat
Kohli in the deep off a Pat Cummins
delivery during the match.
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“We know Australia will try to come
back and with (Steve) Smith and (David)
Warner back they are at their best again,”
said Sarfaraz. “We respect all our opponents and are ready for them.”
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Australia will hope opener Warner, for
all he has already scored two fifties this
World Cup, is back to his destructive best
at Taunton.
Warner’s 56 off 84 balls against India
— of which 48 were dots — helped contribute to a slow run-rate that left Australia
with too much to do at the end of their
innings.
The left-hander was also involved in
the run-out of Australia captain and
opening partner Aaron Finch.
But Finch backed Warner, who along
with Smith is playing in his first major tournament for Australia since serving a yearlong ban for ball-tampering.
“They (India) bowled very well to
Warner and he needs some more time. He’s
a world-class player and will get us off to
a flyer,” said Finch.
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first time Sarfaraz will lead the side against the
Australians in an ODI.
When the two sides met in a five-match
akistan captain Sarfaraz Ahmed is apparently not happy with the grassy pitch prepared ODI series in March in UAE, the national selecfor their match against defending champions tors had rested Sarfaraz and five other key players for the rubber in which the greenshirts were
Australia at Taunton today.
According to a report in the widely circu- whitewashed.
The Pakistan captain was disappointed last
lated Jang newspaper from Taunton, Sarfaraz
week when the match against Sri Lanka was
after inspecting the pitch at the Taunton
washed out due to bad weather, giving
ground was not happy that Pakistan
both teams a point each.
would have to play on a track that
Pakistan bowling coach Azhar
clearly will have bounce, pace and
Mahmood said that the players have
help for the pace bowlers.
learnt from their mistakes and even if
Pakistan was bowled out for just
the pitch had bounce and movement
105 runs by West Indies in their
they would try not to repeat those misopening game at Trent Bridge after
takes again.
being peppered by shorts balls on a
Azhar said that the nature of the
bouncy track.
pitch could be different on the
The report quoting Geo News
day of the match and norsaid that Sarfaraz is unhappy
mally county pitches
that Pakistan generally get
favoured the batsmen in
pitches in ICC events that
one-day cricket.
didn’t favour their game.
The former allAccording to the
rounder said that after
report, Sarfaraz has
the win over England the
complained that in conmorale of the Pakistan
trast India always get
team was very high and
pitches in ICC events
the players were now
which favour batsmen
looking forward to also
and spinners and these
beating Australia.
things are ideally suitUnfortunately
able for Asian teams.
Wednesday's match is also
Pakistan is playing
expected to be affected by bad
an ODI for the first time
822 weather.
at Taunton and it will also be the ?PZXbcP]bZX__TaBPaUPaPi0W\TS
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ssistant coach Ricky Ponting said
Australia is open to shuffling the
A
batting line-up if the circumstances dictate a more flexible approach in the
ongoing tournament.
India posted a massive 352 for 5,
riding on a professional performance by
the top-order led by Shikhar Dhawan
(117). In reply, Australia were dismissed
for 316 to suffer a 36-run loss, their first
in the tournament thus far.
Steve Smith (69) was promoted
ahead of Usman Khawaja in the batting
order to tackle the spin duo of
Yuzvendra Chahal and Kuldeep Yadav,
and Ponting hinted that more shuffling
could take place.
"We wanted to have (favourable)
left-hand, right-hand (match-ups) with
those spinners and we thought Steven
plays spin as well as anybody, so that was
the only reason," Ponting told
cricket.Com.Au.
"It happens quite a lot in the modern game where you see that right-hand,
left-hand combination, especially if
they've got a lot of spin.
"If it's past 35 overs, you're probably not going to do it (bat Khawaja at
four), Maxwell is going every day of the
week after that. In the right time and
right moment, I think it can work really well," the former skipper explained.
Ponting also defended Australia's
top-order after it failed to fire against
India. He called the opening pair of
Aaron Finch-David Warner among the
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Q How do you rate Pakistan in the context of the World Cup?
Pakistan are a dangerous side. We’ve
seen consistently throughout, especially
ICC tournaments, that they win a lot of
games and they get themselves in a position to win the tournament. And they had
a great Champions Trophy. They’ve got
some world-class players. Obviously Babar
is in great touch batting at No 3 and holding their batting together. But also they’ve
got some world class bowlers. Amir coming back and he looks to be back to his best.
Q What role can he weather can play in
the outcome of the last four teams?
It might play a huge part in the next
few days, I think. Next week it starts fine
up and looks good across the country for
the remainder of the tournament. But it’s
important that you get early wins on the
board because if they do play a part you
don’t want to be on the wrong end of a couple of washouts that might leave you just
outside that top four.
Q Can you do anything to prepare for a
game that might not go the full distance?
You just have to make sure you’re as
well prepared as you can be. You never
bank on rain or anything like that. You
always prepare for the full 50-overs and
then you work on the spot.
Q Is Warner still finding his feet?
It’s not a team plan. The last couple of
games, the last game in particular, India
bowled really well at the start and he hit
the field a lot, which as an opening batter,
as a top order player when the field is in
that you do generally face a high percentage of top bowlers. When the field went out
he still hit the fielders, which didn’t give the
innings a huge flow, which I know he was
disappointed about. But evidence suggests
he’ll be back to his dangerous best.
Q The average over 100 against Pakistan
in the recent series, four scores over 50.
What can you take from that?
A huge confidence. The way that I
played in that series against Pakistan was
really pleasing, especially in a couple of big
run chases, 280-plus, a charger, to be able
to bat really deep, especially in that second
game and get a nought out to get us over
the line was, I think, was something that
I was happy with myself about because it’s
an area that I hadn’t really done in the past.
Q How have you reflected on the actions
of Virat Kohli about Steve Smith?
It was all class, wasn’t it? He does a lot
of great things for the game. And obviously Steve and Dave have been copping their
fair share from the crowd. It was great to
see such an influential player standing up
for what he believes is right. And it was
great to see. It was a nice touch. Regardless
of whether they get booed or cheered, that
doesn’t faze them too much. I know talking to them, it’s a part of the game, unfortunately, that's going to keep coming up. So
sometimes it’s best just not to poke the bear,
but we know it’s going to happen.
Q What have you made of the effectiveness
of the bails being used?
It’s a tough one to say because they never
are going to change the stumps mid-tournament. It just comes down to a bit of potluck
— if you’re on the receiving end or the good
end of it. We were obviously on the right end
of it last game the one that Davey rolled back
onto the stumps early on. The fact it’s happening more and more, I don’t know how
much heavier the bails are or if anything can
be done about it.
Q The wickets are different from what you
were playing in OTA cricket before.
Coming from the subcontinent, it’s different. There’s just been enough rain
around and enough for the wickets to have
a little bit in them. There’s a couple times
where we’ve used a used wicket which we
probably didn’t take too much of an
account for in the planning, the last game,
and the one at Trent Bridge were both used
wickets.
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best in the world despite its underwhelming performance.
"Finch and Warner are probably as
good as openers in the world. Finchy
has turned things around really well in
the last five or six months, Davey coming back has made runs."
Warner scored an unbeaten 89 off
114 balls against Afghanistan but his
uncharacteristically sedate 56 off 84
balls against India had put pressure on
the batsmen later on.
"By his own admission, (Warner)
probably wasn't at his absolute best
(against India). He hit the field too often
early on and wasn't able to rotate as he
would have liked," Ponting said.
"Our batting was just a little bit off
again. We seemed to find the field a lot
in the first 10 overs," Ponting said.
Ponting suggested the inability of
Australia's openers to hit boundaries
early in the run chase, combined with
the untimely run out of Finch for 26,
were key moments in the game that
swayed the momentum in India's
favour.
"The run out happened at a really
crucial time (the 14th over). The
momentum had just started to turn
there, Finchy had started to find the
boundary a bit more frequently.
"We just needed someone at the top
to go on and make a big hundred like
Dhawan did and we would have been
right in the game."
"There's certainly enough skill and
enough talent to turn it around pretty
quickly," he added.
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Q Where does Bangladesh go from here?
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ri Lanka were forced to split
points for the second successive
time in the ongoing World Cup
after their match against Bangladesh
was called off without a ball being
bowled due to persistent rain here
Tuesday.
Both the teams came into the
match with one win from three
matches and now each will get a point
for the washout.
Sri Lanka now have four points
from as many games, while
Bangladesh have three points from
four games.
After two defeats, Bangladesh
were looking for resurgence against
Sri Lanka and now they will be wary
of their semifinal chances.
"For all the teams, coming to the
ground and not playing is disappointing and frustrating," said Bangladesh
skipper Mashrafe Mortaza.
"This is how the tournament is
going, we got our chances against
New Zealand, we couldn't get going
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in the England match, but it was frustrating today."
The result will leave Sri Lanka
frustrated too as it is the second
instant of a wash-out for the Island
nation.
"The last few games have been
washed out, so these kind of tournaments aren't easy. It is a bad time for
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fter the match was abandoned
without even the toss Dimuth
Karunaratne speaking at the
post-match Press conference said that
as a team,they came here for play.
“Sometimes you might think if you
share the points, it’s fine.
But I think we don’t want to win
our points freely. We want to play
cricket and win games and gain the
points. That’s what I think. I think,
unfortunately, rain has — you know,

A

raining all of the places. But well, we're
happy with the points and we are going
for the next match,” he said.
With a big coming up the his team
against Australia, Karunaratne said that
every game is a challenging game.
In the last game they played
before, till the Australian game they
played Afghanistan, it will be 11 days’
gap hence they need to prepare for the
games, after winning, and they needed the momentum for that game. “But
we are trying hard. We played a practice game against Australia. We know

us," Sri Lanka skipper Dimuth
Karunaratne said.
"It isn't easy, we have to switch on
and off all the time. These kind of
things can happen but we have to get
used to it. We can keep practicing and
train harder for the Australia game.
Definitely in every match we need to
play for a win," he added.
This is the third match to be
abandoned in the ongoing World
Cup, the most in the history of the
tournament, exceeding the two
games at the 1992 edition in
Australia and New Zealand and the
2003 event which was co-hosted by
South Africa, Zimbabwe and Kenya.
The 10-team showpiece event
doesn't have any reserve days.
Asked if there should be reserve
days, Bangladesh coach Steve Rhodes
said: "Yes, I would (have them).
"I know logistically it would
have caused problems. But we can
put a man on the moon, so if we have
to travel a day later, so be it."
On Tuesday, both Bangladesh
and Sri Lanka were left staring at the
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sky, waiting for some divine intervention after the start of their key
match was delayed due to heavy
rains.
The inspection was postponed
twice even as groundsmen tirelessly worked on draining out the water
on the covers with the sucking
brooms and mops.
At 13:57 local time, the umpires
finally decided to officially abandon
the match.
While for Bangladesh, it is there
first World Cup match to be washed
out, Sri Lanka were forced to split
points with Pakistan in their last
game after the match was called off
due to rains.
On Monday, a struggling South
Africa had to share points with the
West Indies after their World Cup
match was washed out due to persistent rain at Southampton.
Sri Lanka will next take on
defending champions Australia at
L ondon on June 15, w hi le
Bangladesh will face West Indies on
June 17 at Taunton.
how they are, and how they are going
to play with us, so those are the things
we have to look after, and we keep
planning and doing the right things
and hopefully we can do — hopefully we can play a game,” Karunaratne
said.
He felt that the reserve days, even
for the late stage, he said it is fine. “It
is a major tournament, we are playing
nine games.
I don’t think they can keep a
reserve day for us, because after the
next day, you have to travel the different venue, so it's not easy. But I feel if
they can put a result, it’s going to be a
good final, good for all the spectators
and everyone,” he said.

Very frustrating. We really targeted this sort of
game is two points, and I know that Sri Lanka would
have fought very hard and no pushovers at all. But
we do see it as one point lost, and that's disappointing, but realistically, what can we do about it?
Absolutely nothing. And now all we can do is win our
games coming up, one at a time and just think of that,
which is the next game West Indies and try and win
that, and then win the next one after that. That’s all
we can do. It's out of our control, the way the weather is.
Q What about Shakib’s situation now?
He picked up a little injury, as you all saw in that
game against England. He fought on and battled on,
and played extremely well with an injury. We’re very,
very optimistic that the treatment that he’ll get this
week and the way that he can recover well; we’re very
optimistic that he can play in that next game against
West Indies.
Q Would you like to see we reserve days built into
the schedule?
I would. I think when you look, if you know the
English weather, sadly, we’re going to get a lot of rain.
We never know when the rain’s going to come. People
from all over the world keep asking me whether it’s
going to rain. But at the moment, we’re seeing some
problems. We put men on the moon (laughing) so why
can’t we have a reserve day, when actually this tournament is a long tournament.
Q How do your boys plan to combat West Indies?
Well, the answer’s yes, definitely. We’ve all seen
what they have done, but not just the West Indies.
There’s a lot of the other teams, as well. England have
shown that sort of potency or attack method in this
World Cup so far. We’ve got certain ways of dealing
with that. I’m happy with the way we play the white
ball, particularly, when it’s short. We’ve played
against the West Indies bowlers, recently, as well, out
in Ireland. Certainly Oshane Thomas, as well, when
we played against him in Bangladesh just before
Christmas. So we are well aware of what they have
got and we know what's coming and we've got some
plans to try and deal with that.
Q What is the biggest challenge against West
Indies?
One of their most explosive players is Andre
Russell. He’s is a formidable opponent. He’s one of the
best hitters in the game. He can take a game away from
you, but they have others, like all these international teams.
Q Most teams are using wrist spinners in the middle overs, but you have two finger spinners. Your
take.
If we had a very good wrist spinner, he would be
here. But we don’t pick people just for the sake of it.
I’d rather go into games with top-quality bowlers than
maybe somebody who is substandard. Some of the
teams have not always been playing a wrist spinner.
The had one — the one in New Zealand is a good
example of that. You play your best 11.
Q Will toss play a part as we go on?
Without giving away maybe some of the advantages I bring to Bangladesh, knowing the conditions
and the country very well for cricket, but some of the
boundaries are a bit bigger than expected. That’s something to do with the boundary boards not moving.
These are electrical boundary boards, and it takes a
lot of work to move them around for the various pitches. So that’s the reason you you’re seeing bigger outfields, bigger hits for 6, and maybe less 4s because
there’s more 2s and 3s run. That’s one of the reasons.
The weather plays its part, as well. As far as the toss,
I don’t think it will have a great deal of effects.
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imum to get the better of minnows Gibraltar.
Mick McCarthy's team won 1-0 on the
rock in March and won 2-0 against the same
opponents this time.
"If the remit for me was to get 10 points,
which I'm sure it was, that job's done,"
McCarthy told Sky Sports.
Ireland are five points ahead of Denmark,
with whom they drew in Copenhagen at the
weekend.
However, the Danes have a game in hand
and romped to a 5-1 win over Georgia on
Monday, with Kasper Dolberg of Ajax scoring twice. Tottenham Hotspur star Christian
Eriksen scored a penalty, while Yussuf
Poulsen and Martin Braithwaite also netted.
Poland have maximum points after
four games in Group G, with hotshots
Krzysztof Piatek and Robert Lewandowski
both on target in a 4-0 defeat of Israel in
Warsaw.
Austria boosted their chances of qualifying as West Ham United's Marko
Arnautovic bagged a brace in a 4-1 victory
in North Macedonia, while Slovenia romped
to a 5-0 win in Latvia.
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ergio Ramos and Alvaro Morata both
scored penalties as Spain got the better of
Sweden on Monday, while the Republic of
Ireland and Poland continued their strong
starts in qualifying for Euro 2020.
Three-time European champions Spain
ran out 3-0 winners in their Group F
encounter with the Swedes at the Santiago
Bernabeu in Madrid, recovering from the
early frustration of seeing a Rodrigo Moreno
effort wrongly disallowed for offside.
They won a penalty just after the hour
when Sebastian Larsson blocked a Marco
Asensio cross with his arm, and captain
Ramos converted the spot-kick. It was the
Real Madrid defender's 20th goal for his
country, his seventh in his last eight matches.
Morata, who had come on as a secondhalf subtitute, won another penalty late on
when he was brought down in the box by
Filip Helander, and he duly netted from 12
yards too.
Real Sociedad striker Mikel Oyarzabal,
also on from the bench, wrapped up the win
with three minutes left.
The result means Luis Enrique's side have
the maximum 12 points from four matches
and are five points ahead of Sweden and
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Romania at the top of the six-team section.
The top two teams in each group qualify for
the finals.
"These matches are more difficult than
the result makes them look," Morata told
Spanish media. "We played well, defended
well and we are very happy."
Romania, who host Spain next in

0?

September, eased to a 4-0 win in Malta.
Norway, whose only appearance at the
Euros so far came in 2000, got their first win
of the campaign as they beat the Faroe Islands
2-0 away thanks to a brace from US-born forward Bjorn Johnsen.
Ireland are top of Group D with 10 points
from four games after again doing the min-

The Czech Republic joined England on
six points at the top of Group A thanks to
a 3-0 defeat of Montenegro, although they
have now played a game more than Gareth
Southgate's side.
In the same group, Kosovo registered
their first win in qualifying for a Euro or a
World Cup, coming from behind to beat
Bulgaria 3-2 in Sofia thanks to Elbasan
Rashani's injury-time strike.
Ukraine are six points clear at the top
of Group B after beating Luxembourg 1-0,
while Aleksandar Mitrovic scored twice and
new Real Madrid signing Luka Jovic got one
goal as Serbia defeated Lithuania 4-1.
Newly crowned UEFA Nations League
winners, and reigning European champions,
Portugal will resume their qualifying campaign in Serbia in September sitting eight
points behind Ukraine.
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ith a new coach at the helm in
Graham Reid, the Indian men's
W
hockey team has been working on a
new tactic to put pressure on the opposition — create chances and score as
many goals as possible early on.
In the ongoing FIH Series Finals
here, world No 5 India have been scoring goals at will against weaker opponents but they would want this trend
to continue against the best teams of
the world as well.
"One of the things I have spoken
with the boys is that we will get 2-3
opportunities in the first five minutes
and that will vary depending on
which team you are playing. The idea
is to make sure we use them," India's
chief coach Reid said.
"Something we always try to do is
to create opportunities early on and
put pressure on the opposition not just
here but against top teams as well.
"We always want to score more
goals but those things take time to get
better. We are working with the strikers but I am happy that we are creating opportunities and that is very

important," the 56-year-old Australian
added.
Striker Akashdeep Singh, who
scored a hat-trick against Uzbekistan
in India's last pool match, agreed with
his coach.
"Can't take any team lightly in such
competitions but our focus on the
pitch is to play with a positive attitude.
Score a few goals at the start to put
scoreboard pressure on the opposition," he said.
After having booked a direct
semifinal berth, India are currently
enjoying a three-day break before
taking on either Asian champion
Japan or Poland in the last-four round
on Friday.
And the coach said the break
augurs well for the team.
"It's actually good to have some
break and work on stuffs. Scanning the
opposition is also important and the
break will help. I don't think motivation will be a problem. We have to
utilise the break in the best way," Reid
said.The ongoing FIH Series Finals
here offer two spots in the final round
of Olympic qualifiers to be held in
October-November this year.

